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CIAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The Americml Republic lv-as founded upon the beLief 9 as

c',x~

pressed in the Declaration of Independence, that all men are gr.anted

by their Creator certain unalienable rights, ampng whic.h arc life.
liberty, and the pursuit of happLless.

In fact, the purpose

of

instituting government, according to the Declaration, is to secure
these rights.

This same philosophy, expressed over. t •.:n years later ~

resulted in t.he addition of a bill of rights to the new United States
Ccnst:itution.

D<1::'ing the period immediately following the Consti

tutional Convention of 1787, a heated debate over the ne.t-l Constitu

tion grei.lT throughout the newly indef)endel1.t states; this debate cen·
tered primarily on the potential power of the new federal

OV2J: free men.

gov~-::rnment

In order to succeed in having tile 1":ew document rat-

J.fJ.ed, the backers of the Constitution promised to add a bill of

:dghts once the new government was formed.

This bill of rights

would place limit,rtiol1s on the. 11ew government by specifi.cal1y guaran
teei.ng certain fl'{:edoms and rights.

The Rill of Rights consists

or

the first tal. 3.mendments to tht:: COl1stitution; which have been applied
to state gov€:rTIl:1E:nt:;11 Aetions by the Fourt.=::.enth P.J.nend:nent.

Before

this nat:i.onal:J.2a.tiof! of tce first ten amendments, they applied only
to thE: federal gove.rnmcn t.

Being

~!S

thp. tTnited

Sti;;lt:l~S

CO!lst:.i.tution

:;~

l:l1e supreme lay of

2
the land, the nationa.l Bill of Rights supersedes all state conetHu
ti.onal or statutory Im..rs that may conflict with the national constitu
tional law.

Therefore, the guarantee of PJ!lQrican U_berty today is

the United States Bill uf Rights.
This B1.ll of Rights makes no reference. to the age citizens
must be before they can benefit from thoEe guarantees of personal
liberty.

Numerous court decisions have been clarifying just:

IvhOITl

those rights apply to and in what situations.
Over the last decade, A'1lerican

legisl~ tive

and judicial in-·

stit.utions have been involved in the clarification of rights of
students in public high schools, and under vJhat cirCnTIlstaDces
those rights can be abridged by public school officials.

This

pape1.' shall examine the Bill of Rights in the public high school
and determi.ne Tflhich rights and freedoms apply a.ncl which do no t apply,
due to the special .circumstances of the school environment •
•4..8 mentioned previously, the United States "ms fou.nded on

the principles of individual liberty and the history of the United

States of America is a history of expanding rir;ht::; and freedoms.
Gradua.lly. the guarantees of freedom were applied to freed

slaves~

women, and persons under the age of majority.

In examining the results of this expanding definition of
civil rights and liberties on minors, most attention is focused
on the. public school system

~.Jhere

young Americans first come into

almost cont.inuous contact with the state.

IlliB raper shall include

exterwive inrOrlIk'1tion on stL;dent rights as defiried in court decisions,
as defint?!d by Oregon State lave, :mll finally the 2tU.tl'.des of those

,.

3

. parties in the public high school.

Current status of student rights

will be delineated and future trends will be forecast in the ensuing
chapters.

CRl-l.PTER II

THE JlJDrCIAL CLARIFICATION OF STUDENT RIGHTS

In December, 1791. the first ten 2.1nendTtlents to the United
States Constitution were ratified, thus establishing guarantees
of specifi.c freedoms a.nd rights for Ame.rican citizens.

Todaj most

of these freedoms and rights apply to the group of A..'l1eriCall citizens
that are students in. public high schools.

Traditionally, h:Lgh

school students were not allowed. to exercise their freedoms) nor
in all cases \-Jere they given their' rights, even though their ri.ghts
were gua1:anteed in the federal Bill of Rights.

In fulfilling their

duty to maintain order, school officials ..muld frequently abridge
the freedoms and r1.ghts of the students in the incere.st of protect
ing the students, and of disciplining them.

In legal terminology.

the doctrine that gave school authorities this
in loco. pa!:.enti.?_.

POW€T

1.8

lab<,,,lE;d

This doctrine. that placed the school in. pJace 0f

the parentis declining rapidly thrcughout America., and, as a X'e.s1.l1t,
students are given an opportunity to exercise more fu1.1y thei,r con
stitutionally guaranteed pti.vilege.s.
given more opportunity to

exer~ise

Young Ame.ricans are also

their ri.ghts because of grC::2ter

freedom in family life, due to the decline of arbitrary pare:'1t:al
control of childr.en.

Perhaps th:ts development is an in.clueucing

factor in the oecline of JE-.19S.2 parentis.

operation.

as

2.

doc-crine of school

Other elements inchlde the ch<.mgJ..:lg attitudes of youth

5
towards discipline policies and ·the changing attj.tudes of educ.ators
regarding rules and regulations governing student conduct.

Even

.society as a whole has adopted a neW belief about young American.s:
Today f S young are better educated and more responsible than
yesterday's youth.

~1err-~

Young people are given more influence in for··

mulating policies which affect them.

Many public agencies now ha.\'e

teenagers help in decision making or serve in an adVisory capac:i.ty,
Schools have also given students the opportunity to express tllelTl
selves on TIlatters from course content to school lunches.

These new

beliefs and practices have resul ted in more responsibilit.y for hi g11
school students, and with the responsibility have come nCK use of
rights.

Some high schools have pioneered in allowing student3 to

exerci.se their rights; others have resisted the societal changes
arld faced court action.

These cOUt't cases have. resulted in change.s

in the policies of many school districts throughout the United
States.

In some communities, the results of court deci.sions followed

societal attitudes; in other areas the court decisions opened up
new areas of freedom for high school students.
1'!.S first .'3.GoptE!d, the Bill of Rights were applicable only
to statutes that were enacted by the Congress.

However, most state

constitutions also contained bills of right.s and therefore :i.t

';';-8.8

bed ie.ved that a bill of rights in' the United States Constitution
i·
I
I

. nef.!::! only Cll-'pJ..y to the central government.

This ViCV1$ plus t.he

attitudE! that dange.rs to lihert.y '.,Jere m.Yre like.ly to arise from
a strong central gov€.rnment, result:ed in the n.3.tional Bill. of
Rig::i~.S designed to proteet citizens from the legislative, €'xecutive,

aDd j~dicial

bra.nches of t118 federal go',ernuLen.t.

The adoption of th.? Fc)urteenth Amcl1dlDent in 1868 meant that

some of· the guarantees contained in the Bill of Rights were to be
c.ol1sidered CCJnstraints oa the state legislatuH!s 2.nd executives.

as well as the Congress.

The constraints applied to all states and

their agencies, school districts included,
I'

i

This application was

.not,:: immediate, nor consistent, ,despite the definite vlOrding of the
,

Fourteenth Amendment that holds:
No State sh~ll make or e!lforce any 1mV' which shall
abr:Cdge the privileges and immunities of ci.tizens Gf
the United States; nor shall any State depr:i.w: any
person of life, 1iberty~ or property, without dUE:
proc:ess' of law • . .1

The Courts first viewed the Amendment as applying to former

slaves and only very gradually was the Ame.ndment seen as a protec-·
tion agAinst states for all citizens.

Two of thE! major

caSCG

in

which the Fourteenth Amendment applied the Bill of Rights to the
states are, Gitlow v. New York (1925) which held that First Amend-,
ment freedoms are protected by the Due Process Clause of the
Fourte.enth Amendment against imp8.irmen t by states; and

!'.o-;.w.!l

Y.

Alabama (1932) vlhich applied Sixth Amendment rights to state crim

ina:!.. cases.

These cases were truly signific,ant for the federal

judic:tar! would now be accessible to persons whose national ri.ghts

bad been vioiated by state laws or state agp.llts and officials.
State constitutions had ahmys

be(~11

the guarantorc-i of liberty for

citiu.l1S accused by the states, hut nOvl the national constitution

1,.,.
t Amena...,
. XIV sec. 1.
'J ..., • e
ons.

"',.
overshadowed s Lat",- constitutions as the guardian of d."vil rights
cmd 1 iberties"

I,

FREE EXPRESSION IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS

Freedom Of ReI Yi.:l0n

.

.An early case involving a state agency that was charged vlith

violating the national First

Amend~ent

through the Fourteenth is

Minersville School District v. Gobi':tis, 310

u.s.

586 (1939).

This

I

case also was an early case in the ,'area of student rights.
contested regulation in the case

T~quired

The

that all students of

Minersville School District salute the flag of the United States.
I

The regulation had been adopted by :the School Board as an instrument
to teach loyalty to America and foster patriotism in the children
i

attending the district schools. 2
The Gobitis family "las of the Jehovah1s i-litnesses faith and
•

I

believed that to salute the flag w~s to commit idolatry; thE:!rE~fore,
I

the Gobitis children were given indtructions by their parents to
I

. refrain from saluting the flag.

A~guments

given on behalf

:Jf

Gobitis

held that the. First Amendme:1t and Fourteenth Amendment to the United
Statt2:s Conrtit-Jtion granted
practi(!\~

person~,

regardless of age, the right to

religion ac;::ording to the dietates of their consciences.

By being fcreed to salute tae flag the children were being forced to
disobey

th(~1.r

religious be.liefs.

Rather than disobey their beliefs,

the Gobitis children, Lillian and t.Jilliam. had. fol1moJ8d parental

8
instructions and as a result 'vere expelled from the public school.

oJ

This aettoD. caused financial burden for Hr. Gobitis for he
had to send his children to a privilte .school to fleet the corapulscry
attendance law of Pennsylvania.

In an e.ffort. to relieve this burden.,

Mr. Gobitis brought suit in federal dist:r.ict court seekb.g to enjoin

the school officials from requiring the flag salute. as a condition
for attending Hinersville School.

The United States Distd.c t Court

agreed with the contention that religious liberty was abridg2.d by
the mandatory flag salute and enjoined the dist1.'ict from its con
'tinued use.
Upon appeal to the Supreme Court, the decision 'vas reversed.

Speaking for the majority of the Court, Justice Frankfurter held
that the primary issue before the Court is ''whether school children.,
like the. Gobiti.s chi1.dren, must be excused from conduct required
of all th", children in the promotion of national cohesion",
that they w..ay practice absolute freedom of religion.

1+

so

No rights

of free. expression are absolute, especially when the right of
free expression is in conflict with national unity and national
f:'

.Justice Frankfurter ,held that the flag salute ,vas

security,..J
mandatory
children.

80

that loyalty to America "auld be developed in school

The ultimate goal of this loyalty building is the preser

vation of the American. nation as a land of freedom.
3

lEid_., 588.

4

5

rbid~,

595.

Ib~~.,

595.

Some saeri

9

fices mus t be made to achieve this goal.

The freedom that enables

Jehova.h ! 8 Wit,:lesses, to practice their faith is guaranteed by the
na tio11.
1:0

,syri~bo].;Lzed

by the fla.g,·

Saluting the flag :i.s a small price

.
6
pay in oxd.;r to enjoy the freedoms guarantee.Q,"i~merlcans.
In order to preserve itself, a society may use its educatiolwl

system to inculcate patriotic feelings that bind a na.tion. togeti1t'2l"
and that is what the Hinersville School District is doing.

As long

as this practice does not infringe upon "men's right to believe as
they please, to win others to their way of belief, and their right
to assemble in their chosen places of worship for the devotional
ceremonies of their fa:i.thl! it shall be allowed.

7

Justice Frankfurter also held that the Supreme Court could
become a national school board l.f it settled matters of conflict
that arose in school districts, rather than letting them be resolved
by the democratic p.rocess in the various lC)calities.

Judicial

review shou1,.d be used only as a last resort in settling political
conflicts.
1~

8

a result of Minersville
v. Gcbitis. students that were
----.;...----,

of the Jehovah's Witnesses belief had to salute the American flag
If they wanted to remain in the public schools of Minersville,
Pellnsylvania.

As a result of this Supreme Court decision, school

districts in other parts of the' United States adopted similar

6.Tbid., 597.

7
8

Ibid.

.

~

600.

Ibiel..) 600.

10
i:'eg~tl[l.t::;_ons

requiring all children to salute the

Americ~l.n

flaZ.

'{he State of Heat Virginia adopted a statute I'eql1i:ring that
a1,1 public, private, and parochial schools within' the state offer

the fol1owin,g:'
• • • courses of instruction in history of the Urdtecl
States, in civi.cs, and in the constitutions of. t.he
DllL:ed S~ateE:: and of the State of West VLrgin.ia, for
~he purpose of teaching, fostering and perpetuating
the ickal:.;.:, principle.s and spirl t of Ameri.c.<:nism,
and inc1:easing' the knowledg..:o of the organizat:i.on and
machinery of the governmen.t oro the United States and
of the State of West Virginia."
The stf>tute also gave the pm:'/er to presc.ribe the courses to the State
Board 0 f

Edl.lCD tl.OTl~.

and th e du ty to implemen t

the courses was given

to the local boa:::ds.
III prescribing the course of study the State Board of Educaticn

reqm.red the_t 13.1.1 puhlic school children salute. the flag of the
United States of k.m!rica or face t.he consequenc.es of cOL.'lIllitting

an act of insubordination.
expulsion until compliance.

As

The penalty for jnsubordination was

10

a result of the previously explained policies adopted in

west Virginia, children of the Jehovah I s ~iitl1eS8eS faith were ex
pel1ed for failing to salute the flag.

Once the children were out

of the school, their pare.nts were threatened Hi th prosecution for
causing l!elinquency.

Once again a group of Jehovah's Witnesses

11

found it necessary to challenge the school policy in court.

They

first filed suit in United States District Court of West Virginia.

of

t~le

flag 8 3.1u te regula. tion.

B-::cause the District Court had sat as a three judge panel, the
State Board of Educ&tion was able to appeal d:i.rec tly to the Uniteci
States Supreille Court.
The Bc·ard of Education of West Virginia had based it I S reg
ulation· upon the Gobitis case and also based it's arguments upon
the Supreme Coure s decision in Gobitis.

The Jehovah f s Witnesses

in \tJ~st Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S.

624 (1943), based their arguments upon the free speech and freedom
of religion clauses of the First AIDendment as applied to the Eltates
through the Fourteenth Amendment.

The issues were basically the

same as those in the Gobitis case:

School age Jehovah's Witnesses

were required to salute the flag in order to stay in school.
they refused to salute, they

~7ere

If

expelled until compliance.

In Ba"Cnette, the Court ruled for the Jehovah I s "ttlitnesses I
right to be free from

gov~rmllent

coercion since their actions were

not threc.ts to national security or unity.

In the decision, Justice

Robert Jackson wrote:.
'I'he Fourteenth Amendment '., as no"<;.] applied to the states,
protects the citizens against the state itself and all of
its creatures - Boards of Education not excepted. These
have of course important.·deli.cate, and htghly discre
tionary functions, but n::me that they may not perform
within the limits of the Hill of Rights. ThC:ct they
. are educating the young for citizenship is reason for
scrupulous protec tioD ofcol"~.stitut;ional freedoms of the

;,

12
ind:i.vidual, if we ar.e ntlt to strangle the free mind at its
source and teach youtr. to discount import8~nt principles
as more platitudes.
Such boards are numerous and their territorial juris
diction often small. But small and local authority may
feel leas sense of resp0nsib1~ity to the Constitution,
and agencies of publicity may be ·less vigJ~lant in calling
it to account. The action of Congress in making flag
observance voluntary and respecting the conscience of
the obj ector in a me.t.ter so vital as raising the army
contrasts· sharply with these local regulations in
matters trivial to the welfare of the nation. lnere
are village tyrants as well as village Hampd(on~'. ~ut
none ,v-ho acts under color of law is beyond the. reach
of the Constitution. ll
The Supreme Court had thus applied the Bill of Rights to the
actions of school boards and at thi:! same time had declared that
the free exercise of religion was of such great importance that
a citizen, even one in school, could not be coerced to speak words
w'hich were against personal beliefs.

Justice Jackson addressed the

Court tothi8 as follows:
To sustain the compulsory flag salute we are required
to say that a Bill of R:i.ghts which guards the individuals T
rights to speak his ovm mind, left it open to public
12
authority to compel him to utter vIhat is not in his mind.
In this manner Justice Jackson tied free speech and the free exercise
of religion together as

b~ing

inseparable in this case.

Children

of the Jehovah's Witnesses faith did not have to say something which
they did no t bel ieve.

The Gobi tis case was overruled.

In Gobitis, Justice Frankfurter saw the flag salute as a part
of n£1 tiona1 unity, as did the majority of the Court.
ll.:-2--.
Ib · . <,::"'t, ~-'.. '.\7
-"
I

1 ')
. '-'b'
J.. 1 d .~
I

I'

•

634.

National u!1ity

13

is an impof.."tant concern of the state and a persons expression could be
restricted to guarantee unity.

majority :in Barnette.

This viev! was not accepted by the

In Barnette, the flag salute was seen as a
an~

triyial part of Ame.ric.an unity
important than free expression.

<7ou1d not be considered more.

P~imarily, because of these di,f

ferent attit:ldes towards national unity, the Barnette case resulted
in a different decision.
Regardless of the reasoning behind

Barnette~

the case has

proved to be a landmark case in rights of students at public schools.
West Virginia_v. Barnette serves as a precedent for the legal battles
that occur in the 1960's involving student rights.

Perhaps it was

more :i.lUpOJ=tant as a case that applied to the rights of students in
the public schools than it was a victory for religious freedom, for
the seed had been planted and students ~..ould be allowed to exercise

more freedom and use more of their rights in the public schools of
America.
True religious freedom in public schools was not guaranteed
until the early sixties when the United States Supreme Court effec
tively disestablished state sanctioned religious exercises in all

levels of public schools.

The cases were highly controversial

and were seen as a further move by the Warren Court to change the
status quo in America.
The three cases that dealt with established religious exer
cises are

!~~l

v. Vitale, 82

s.

Ct. 1261 (1962). that involved a

daily classroom prayer; School 'District of Abington TCYTnshiE.,
Pep-1l:s,v}v~!ti~_.

SchemE, '\Thieh involved a daily prayer and bible

14
reading; and l1.urray__::::.. Carlett that also dealt vri.t:h daily prayer and

bible reading.
Engel v. Vi.tale resulted in the established New York Board of
Regents prayer·be.in.g la.beled as an unconstitutional exercise..

The

prayer vms originally est.ablished in 1951 by the Ne1;y York Board
of Regents to be used ·as part of daily classroom routine.

nondenominational prayer read as follows:

The

"AJ_mighty God, we ac

blowledge our dependence upon thee, and beg Thy blessings upon us,
our parents, our teschers, and our Count?=y."

13

According to the

Board of Regents, the daily prayer was a part of the students
"Spiritual and Moral Training" and would be

II

subscribed to by all

men and women of good will". 14

In 1958, the New Hyde Park Board of Education instructed all
teachers to have daily prayer recitals employing the Regent's prayer.
It was to be recited aloud by each class at the beginning of the

school day.

Children who chose not to participate could remain

silent or leave the room.

Shortly after this policy was adopted)

parents of ten students filed suit in a New York State Court.

The

lower court and the State Court of Appeals sustained the daily
prayer and the United'States Supreme Court then granted certiorari
to review the decision of the state courts on the grounds that the
case :tnv'olved rights guaranteed by the First and Fourteenth Amendme.nt.s.

13
.
Engel v. Vitale, 82 S. Ct. 1261, 1262 (1962).
14

JJ>i£.. ~

1263.
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In wr:i.ting the majority opini.on, Justice Hugo Black stated
that the dally prayer was "wholly inc!:)Usistent with the Establish·
raent Clause.'"

J5

D.t the First Amendment, since it l..7aS a religious

practice prE-scribed by the Board of Regents, an agency of the State
of New York..

One of' the reasons the Establishment Clause was 1n

clcded in the Bill of Rights was to'abolish all government'inter
ference in the areas of religious expression.

Justice Black ex

pla.ined that:
The First Amendment was added to the Constitution to
stand as a guarantee that neither the power nor the pres
tige of the Federal Government vlOuld be used to control,
support, or influence the kind of prayers the American
people can say - That the America.n people's religj.on must
not be subjected to the pressures of government for change
each time a new political administration is elected to of
fice. Under the Amendments prohibition against govern
ment establishment of religion, as reinforced by the
prohbitions of the Fourteenth Amendment, government
in this country, be it state or federal is without
power to prescribe by law any particular form of prayer
which is to be.used as an official prayer in carrying
on any pr£6ram of governmentally sponsored religious
. activity.'
Proponents of the Regenes prayer had failed to fully understand
.the' implication of the First Amendment for they felt by making the
prayer nondenominational B:nd voluntary, those students who chose not
to participate could remain silent or leave the room thus satisfying
the pruhibitions of the First Amendment.

By allowing objecting

students to be silent or leave, the New Hyde Park School Board was
satisfying the Free Exercise Clause of the First
15

.

_~.,

1263.

16Jbidq 1266.

Amendment~

however

16
the pr:ayer still was in violation of the Establishment Clause.

Ac

cording to .Justice Black, to violate the Esta.blishment Clause the
government need not employ any compulsion but merely enact laws
By- adopting the pray~r the

establishing any religious pr.actice].
'I

Board of Regents and- the New Hyde p~rk Sehool Board had ~liolated
the Establishment Clause, thus the pfficial school prayer was
deemed unconstitutional.
Together the cases of

Barnet~e

and ,En8e1 appeared to be fur

ther guarantees of freedom of reli&,ious opinj.on in Americ.a' s public
school system, with both clauses ofl the First Amendment that guaran
tee religious freedom being employa;d.

However, the _United States

Supreme Court was called upon to de:,cide on the same issue again in

1963 in a joint case, known as Schqol District of Abin8ton TownshiR,
Pennsylvania v.

Sch~~~;

Murray v. qurlett, 83 S. Ct. 1560 (1963).

This joint case involved the listening to Bible verse reading over
the public address system, and the ;daily recitation of the Lord's
Prayer by students at the

beginnin~
-

of each school day.

In these

I

two cases, again the highest court in America upheld the-right of
individuals to be free from government influence in their religious
affairs and said the two school

di~tricts

involved must stop pres

cribing religious practices for scnool children.

Speaking for the

majority of the Court in the case, iMr'. Justice Clark emphasized that
~ord'~

Bible reading and recitation of 'the
,

exercises.

Prayer are religious

.'

TIle lower courts also recognized this, therefore the

010 e~erci5es

and the laws in both the State of Pennsylvania and
,"
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the City of Baltimore, Maryland requ;Lrillg the exercises are in direct
viol~tion

of the Estal:. 1.:i.shlIlent Clause of the First Amendment and the

Fourteenth Amendment.
In both

En.&~.J.

17

and

!\.b~ :th~' C;~urt

stressed that the position

!;

taken by the Court was not one of hostility towarus religion but
!
instead one of neutrality. In both: decisions, the ~eligiotls:hlstory of early America was briefly summarized to give examples of
why the First Amendment was adopted.

The founding fathers distrusted.

an established church and sought to prevent the development of one
. by including prohibitions in the First Amendment.

The majority of

Americans may attend churches that are Christian, but still the
government can not show any preference towards Christianity, for
the First 'Amendment· took religion out of the ar.ea of political con
troversy and left all decisions concerning religious beliefs up to .
individual citizens regardless of their age.
Critics of the decisions of the Supreme Court in the two
school prayer cases drew attention to what they termed hypocrisy on
. the part. of the Supreme

Court~

for the Court spoke of separation of

church and state in the case of schools and when it came to Court
practiees, allowed the Court sessions to be opened
prayer.

~qith·

an official

In replying to this charge, "Justice Black, writing in

~ngel,

said that thp. "power. prestige and influence of government on young
persons is great ll and even if these forces be indirect, the desire
of the young person is to confnrm rathe.r than stand as a true in

i·
!
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divi.dual.

A Senator or J1.lsti <:e is nqt as likely to conform to

majority practices because of prayer$ in Congress or in Court,

theref.:n:e, there is a distinction.

18

.

Ii

))espite statements made in the:: Court decisions defining the
.I'

n~sults.

;!

many Am~ricans viewed the t'!flo prayer cases as being "un
"

i

American\; and regarded the decisions,! as against the great religious
heritage of the United States and it's

citizens.

However, as a

resul i: of the. two cases, the vast majority of school districts
abandoned classroom prayers in compliance ,'lith the Supreme Court
rulings,

Host school children today' are not ask<=d to pray· during

class as a result of these judicial decisions.

In Engel. and

~bington

the Court stressed the separation of' church and state and relied
upon the Establishment Clause to str,ike down the religious prac
tices in public schools.

At the

sarq~

time, though, the students

across America were· given a. greater.: opportunity to practice freedom
of religion.
Other sections of the First Amendment have not been dealt
with as extensively by the Supreme
To

e~amine.

~ourt

as has religious freedom.

eourt interpretations of.-student rights in the areas of

free speech, free press, peaceable assembly and petition, it is
nec.essary to refer to lesser federar courts and even some state
('.ourts.

Host court decisions dealing "lith student rights have been

issued during the 1960's, thus indicaUng freedoms and rights of
American citizenshi.p had n.ot been very \-,e11 define.d when appl:l_ed

I

!

,I.
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to student::; in publ:Lc

Freedom Of

8 \.'1,,) oJ. 8 •

Spe~ch

Thf! Free Speech CJause of the Fj J:st Amendment has been held
to apply to state governments for nearly fifty years, yet school

boards and school ad.ministrators have failed to cle&rly understand
the unive.rsal guarantee of indblidual rights.

As a result, the courts

have had to intervene on numerous occasions.

School boards an': eharged

by state law >vith the maintenance of order

ar~d

discipli.ne in schnols.

Their efforts to meet this oblj.gation have included practices not
wil1ill~ly

accepted by all conceraed parties, especially f:;ome students

and parents.

These individuals have felt that the school officials!

[lct5.oTls.aoridge free speech and elect to challenge questionable
poliei!"';s j:n eonrt.

der

1:l!!.cl

The courts have then had to decide how much oy,

disc::i.pline, . and Wh8.t type, is consistent with Ameri.cau free

dom of speec.li,
Two important cases (Bu~:~~.:!~~-=-_Byars~ and Blackwell v .. IS':3aS~1e~~
.90unty TIoanl_E.f E<i.~1~£]:.£!':) involving free spee.ch in the high seliGol
\"'ere decided t'-,im.ultaneotlsly hy the Fifth Circ.uit. Court of Appeals

in 1966.

Tb:! eases cf

]ur~~2..e v :._~.Y§:fE' 363

F'. 2d 744 (1966), and

Elacl<'\-J.~l1._.Y.!....J:~~.§..gUe::~lu_£'?_l:!.nt:y'.»--~~_r} c(_ Ed..!:!E~-.9.l~' 363 F. 2d 749 (1966) ~

both dealt Ivith sYTLiholie speech,

syn~001ic

speech being the e.xpres!,don

of one's ideas Dot by spoken words but by the use of a symbol such as
a bltton, an armband, or a placard.

Both pure speech and symbolic

speech have been held by court decisions to be protected by the

2.0

One of the first SUpreT!le. Court cases to deal with symbolic.
spee(:h is T~_~nhill v. Al-?-_bam~., 60 S. Ct. 736 (i940), in ~Yh:ich
the maj (;rity upheld the right to picket peacefully Hith placards
pTotes:::Lng employment practic.es of a wood products company.

The

use of picket signs to express ideas was held to be protected by
the free speech guarantees of the First Amendment. ··In Edwards v.
Sou'!=_9-

Carolin~,

similar

st~md

83 S. Ct: 680 (1963), the Supreme Court took a

in reversing a lower court decision that found 187

black students guilty of breach of peace for marching around the
South Cftrolina Capital building to express their views about
discriminatory practices employed against blacks.

They were also

carrying placards with slogans that were controversial.

The United

States Supreme Court reversed the decision because the type of
assembly and expression employed was protected by the First Amend
ment as a type of speech.

Ideas expressed on signs or placards are

protected by the First Amendment provided they are expressed peace
fully.

This is the essence of symbolic speech.
~urnside

v. Byars invoived the case of several black stuaents

at Booker T. Washington High School in Philadelphia, Iviississippi
in September, 1964.

These students were suspended for wearing

"freedom buttons" to school despite school regulations banning
buttons.

The buttoltS had the letter.s

II

su~h

SNCC" in the center, v7i th the

phrase lIone man, oue voter! around the perimeter.

Mr. Moore, the

principal, had announced to the student body tlHJ.t thev]eaY.'ing or
such buttons would not be permitted at school.

Disregarding his

order, several students wore auen buttons to school on Sept8mber 21,

.'
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and were a.sked to remove the buttons or rzturn home.
to

~o

home.

Three chose

On Sept6mber 24. thirty or forty students wore the

freedom butt.ons to school.

Given the same alternative, the majority

.of the students chose to go home ra.ther than remove the buttons.
,

Hoare thereby suspended them for one week.

Hr.

Several parents chose

!.

not to cooperate
th~

suspensions.

~.vith

the school and sought an "injuIlcti.on against

The United States District Court of Southern

Mississippi denied the requeBted injunction and the plaintiffs then
appealed.
In writing the opinion for the Fifth Circuit Court, Judge
Gewin stressed that the wea.ring of the "freedom buttcns tl was a

way

of "silently communicating an idea and to encou"t"age the members of

their co:wrn.unity to exercise their- civil rights".

This method of

cOlIliIlunication is guaranteed by the First Amendment right of free
speech.

19

Judge Gewin recognized the. necessity of maintai.ning order

in schools and stated that :Ln some cases free speech can be abridged
if order and discipline are threatened.

Howeve.:r., this action on

the part of Mr', Hoore ",,,as arbitrary and unreasonable since the
wearing of buttons in no way hampered order in the high school.
'illere was no disrupti.on or disorder as a result of the button
wea:r:ing; ther.efore, there was no reason to prohihit the "freedom
buttons".

If the students instee.d chose to distribute leafle.ts or

carry banners, the possibil:i.ty of disoTder c.ould be seen, but not .so
with the wearing of Ilfreedom buttons ll •

The actions of the principal
747 0%6).
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vlere declared unconstitutional and further enforcement of the regu
lation was prohibited.
In the case of

Black.~~e].l

v.

I~guena

the same issue was rais0.d.'

.Again the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals had to decide a case in
yolving free speech and school discipline.

This case ;tnvolved the

weartng of the "freedom button.s" at all hlack" Henry Weathers High

School in Issaquena County, I>iississippi.

The wearing of the buttons

in January and February, 1965 resulted in considerable disturbance
at the s.ehocl.

Students '\vho chose not to wear the buttons were

threatened and in some cases forced to wear the buttons against
their will.

Several classes were disrupted by the button wearers

during the two months.

Students that wore the buttons were asked

to remove' the buttons or go home until they complied.

After a

period of t;wenty days about 300 students from schools throughout
the distl.·ict were suspended for the remainder of the school year.
Parents petitioned an injunction to compel the school officials to
re-admit the students that were suspended.

The United States

District Court denied their petition and the parents appealed to
the Circuit Court of Appeals.
In deciding the case,

~he

Court had to determine whether or

not the regulation in question was reasonable.

Judge Gewin described

a reasonable regulation with the· SSlne defillition given in Burnside.
A l:easonnble regulation is 'one whlch is esse:ntj.al h1
'maintaining order and discipline on school property and
which measurably contributes to the maintenance of order
and decot'um within the educ.ational system. 20

20Bla,ck~eil_'L~

Issaquena, 363,1t.2d

749~

753.(1966.).
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It was po1:nted out that much disturbance resulted from the wearing
of the buttons and the school officials were obligated to act ac
cordingly i f they sought the re-establishment of order.
The reasoning of the Court in'the case is as follows:
It is always within the province of sehnol authorities
provide by regulation the prohibition and punishment
of acts calculated to undermine the school routine. This
is not only proper in our opinion but is necess~ry.
1:,0

Cases of this nature, which involve regulations limit
ing freedom of expression and communication of an idea
which is protected by the First Amendment, present seri
ous constitutional questions. A valuable constitutional
right is involved and ,decisions must be made on a case
by case basis. Keeping in'mind always t.he fundamental
constitutional r~ghts of those being affected. Courts
are required to "weigh the circumstances" and appraise
the substantiality of the reasons advanced!! which are
asserted to have given rise to the regulations in the
first instance. Thornhill v. State of Alabama, 310
U.S. 88, 60 (1940). The const.itutional guarantee
of freedom of speech "does not confer an absolute
right to speak" and the law recognizes that there
can be an abuse of such freedom. The Constitution
Qoes not confer "unrestricted and unbridled license
giving immunity for every possible use of language
and preventing the punishment of those who abuse this
,freedom". Whitney v. People of State of California,

274 u.S. 357 (1927).21
The Court in applying ,this reasoning found in favor of the
Scheol Board, thus affirming the decision of the lower Court.
'Using the same reasening as was used in

Burnsid~,

the Court found

that in this case discipline was threatened aud therefore free
speech was justifiably abridged.
These two cases better 'illustrate the difficulty of balancing
scho()l order against free speech.

21

, Lbid., 753.

The courts have ruled that if there
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is a threat to the order, school officials are justified in abridg
·1.ng the frep.dom of speech.

~,fuether

or not an abridgement is jus

tifiable must be determined on a case by case evaluation of circlun
stances.

School officials are placed in a precarious position by

being in the role of' balance'r of these tvJO values.

They must use

thej.r juq.gment in each situation in determining whether or not the
expression of an idea will disrupt order.

An administrator can

never predict what will happen'as a result of any student expres
sio-q.of opinion.

The fear. of disruption of order quite often

leads to what Judge Gewin called an "arbitrary and unreasonable
and unnecessary infringement" on student rights.

In order to

avoid this infringement, school authorities must carefully examil1e
all tpe factors present to

d~termine

how imminent is disruption as

a result of free expression by the students.
In 1969, the 'United States Supreme Court ruled on a case
quite similar to Burnside and Blackwell.
school authorities were challenged.
Co~~~t~
t~at

Again the actions 'of

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent

School District, 89 S. Ct •. 733 (1969), involved students

wore black.armbands to protest American involvement in the

Vietnam l\'ar.

The students involv(.d were John Tinker, Christopher

Eckhardt) both high school students, and Mary Beth Tinker, a junior
high

s~udent..

Their wearing of black armbands to protest the

Vietnam War took place in December, 1965 and was' part of a con
certed group effort to publicize objections to the war.

The

principals of Des Hoines schools were aware of the plan and adopted
rules banning a·cmbands.

Students refusing to comply would be suspenrl

ed.

the. admlnist-rative policy war:; adopted

011

Decemher 14 and on

De.c:en:b"H 16 I1ary and Christopher wore armbands, with John \.,eari!lf':
one the next day.

All t11L'eE: ';'1ere suspended until the.y would

return without the armbands.

The three stayed out of school until

after NevI Ye.ars! Day. when they had originally planned to stop
wearing the armbands.
The fathers of the. children filed a c.omplaint. in U. So District
COUTt

on

behalf of the c.hildren.

the decision of .BuEE-§5de

The District Court referred to

~_Byars_

but did not foll.ovJ the criteria

set up :tn that case, v,rhich held that symbolic
prohibited unless it

~~as

clearly disruptive.

speecr~

could not be

The DIstrict Court

held the rule to be reasonable 1.n preventing disruptions in the
schools.

The Eighth Circuit Court of i\.ppeals affirmed the deci sion.

The U. S. Sup:;:eme Court granted certiorari in 1968.

In delivering the decision of the Court, Justice AbE: Fortas
recognized that the. rights of individual students must be balanced
against the lIlaintenance of order and discipline in a school.

lio'w

ever, school officials must not abase st'..ldent rights by being
overzealous in their desire to maintain order.

The right of Tree

speech is guaranteed to all citizens and tvhe.ther the speech is pure
or symbo1.ic :H is' protected by the First Amendment.
eX~11ained

22

Justice Fortas

that:

..

First Amendment rights, appliedi.n light of the spec.ial
characteristics of the school emr:i.romnent: are available
to teachers and students.. It can haJ:'dly be argued that

26

I

either students or teachers shed their constitutional
d.f,hts tn frep.dnm of fl~eech or. expression at the
school house gate. 23

The United States District Court had held the expulsion of
the students was

rea~onable

because school officials feared a dis

turbance or outbreak of violence as a result of the wearing of the
armbands.
v~olence

According to Justice Fortas, fear of an outbreak of
is not a substantial reason for infringing on the rights

of any citizen.
Any depcn~t.ure from absolute regimentation may cause
trouble. Any variation from the majority's opinion may
inspLte fear. Any word spoken in class ~ in the lunch
room, or on campus, that deviates from the views of
another penlOn. may start an argument or cause a dis-
turbance. But our constitution says we must take this
risk, .!§r~niniello v. ~_hic~, 337 U.S. 1· (l9 l}9); and
our histor.y says it is this sort of hazardous freedom 
this kind of' openness - that is the hasis of· our national
strengtn and of the independence and v:i.gor of Americans
T(lho grow up in thi!'4relatively permissive, often dis
putatious society.2
.

After elaborating on the "JaYs i.n which a disturbance could be
set off on a high school campus~ and showing it would be extremely
difficult for school officials to be everywhere that a disturbance
provoking word might be spoken, Justice Fortas turns to the reasons
which would justify a school board policy abridging student rights
of free expression,

The school officials must be able to pr.ove

that allowing the expression of a certain idea

~,yould

result in

disorder, disruption or a breakdown of discipline.' The burden of

27

justification. is placed upon the school officials. 25

If these

officials show that a disruption of studeti.ts is imminent, then an
abridgement of rights 'l;VQuld be in' order in that one case.

However,

in the case of'Tinker, the schooli records showed that the school
authorities had no

r~ason

to antJciPate any outbreak of violence.
I

Even an official memoran.dun1 prepared. after the suspen
sion, that listed the reason for the ban on wearing arm-
bands made no reference to the anticipation of such
disruption .
. On the contrary, the action of the school authorities
appears to have been based upon an urgent wish to avoid
controversy which might result from the expres~ion, even
by the silent sy,nbol of armbands~ of opposition to this
Natiun's part in the conflagration in Vietnam. 26
This conc.lusion is also based upon the fact that school off:Lcials called the meeting, at which the ccntested regulation was
adopted, to deal ,.;ith a student that wanted t.o write an antiVtetnaID article in the school p·aper.

Also, school officials

allowed students to express their opinions on other political
matters such as campaigns for governmental office.

The prohibition

on free expression only existed in the case of c.ontroversial anti
war sentirue!1t.

To allow the students to express themselves on

moet political issues but not on cne specific issue, without pLoof
or substantial justification that discipline 1JlOuld be thre.ateried,
"18S held to be an unconstitutional regulatory
25 Ibid ., 738 .

.26--2:._'
Ib 'd. , 738.

l'
pO_~l.cy.
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Justice Fortas also emphasized that public schools are
not "enclaves of totalitarianism" and officials do not maintain
absolu.te authority over the actions of students.

Students in

school as well as out are guaranteed the rights and privileges
given all citizens by the Constitution of the United States,
ApPu'rently ~ to dispel fears that: the Court t 3 decision in
Tinker v. Des Moines was not a manifesto for student disobedience,
Justi.ce Fortas emphasized that individual student rights are
limited; students enjoy the exercise

o~

these ,rights only as long

as, they do 'not collide with the rights of others.

Students are not

immune from disciplinary authority because of their rights.

If the

free exercise of one's rights overextends itself and disorder is
immtnent, the school officials are justified in abridging or in
fringing l.ndividual rights.

Constitutional guarantees of liberty

are not a license for disruptive or non-peaceful behavior. 28
The decision of the Supreme Court in Tinker could well have
been the beginning of a new era for student rights tn the free
. speech area, and surely many lower courts 'would take Tinker as
a precedent to expand student·rigbts in different areas of the Bill
of Rights.

This is what Justice Black feared and he emphasized this

in a strong dissent in which he criticized his fellow justices for
interfering vrlth the actions of the local school d.istrict of Des

Moines, Iowa.

Usually .Justice Black holds that the First Amendment

provisio1lS are nearly absolute in protecting free. expression from

.. ,.

28 Ib · .

..;;..~

740 .

government interference, but he saw this case in a diffe'rent light.
He st.ated the School Board was justified in suspending the students,.
for the officials did give examples of disruption and a breakdown
in classroom discipline due to the wearing of the black armbands;
evidence that Mr. Black felt the majority of t:he Court had over
looked.

Mr. Black in concluding his argumentive criticism wrote:

One does not need to be a prophet to know that after
the Court's ruling today some students in Iowa schools
and indeed in all schools will be ready, able, and
willing to defy their teachers on practically all or·
ders. 29
,
.
He then referred to the current· state of affairs on many
college campuses that were experiencing violent demonstrations.

The

senior .Justice was not ready to surrender the nations 23,399 public
schools to tb,e students in the name of' free speech.
Whether or not Justice Black's fear 'vas justified, court
records'will show that the total number of court cases that deal
with student rights of free expression increased rapidly in the
late 1960's, especially cases challenging appearance codes and
prohibitions on "revolutionary" statements whether i.n spoken or .
printed form.

Actually, Tinker came late ill the onslaught of

student rights cases and perhaps helped to reduce the number of
suits filed in"llolvlng the rj.ghts of students .
.:tI~J:lker

for it

'VJRS

v. Des Moines was a landmark Supr:eme Court decision

the first time that the Court specifically dealt with

the rights of expression of juveniles in public schools.
29·'1
i ' , 746.
_~2.....£..

In its

30
decision, the Court took a rather broad pO:!lition and emphasized
that studerLts were not excluded from protections of the Bill of
Rights.

Schoul offi\.!ials should allow students the opportunity

to c:xerc:ise theIr constitutional d.gtJts· as long as order is not
disturbe.d; this is the basic guideline set· forth by

thi~

Court in

this case.

,!!'rcadom Of l:he Press

--.~----~~-----

Free.d.om of speech in the high school, thanks to the Supreme
Court ruling in Tinker v. Des Moines, has hed a great deal more
c1ax!fieation than
even though the

ty70

fr~edom.

of the

pr~ss

in public high schools t

freedoms are diractly related.

In many high

schools today the:r.:e are two types of ~le~spapers, the regular or i
official sch('ol paper .and the so called underground press which does
not have ofiicial scnqol approve.I.

The school newspaper has tradi-·

tfonlll1y been a publicatian. i.hat attempts to avoid controversial
subjects and out of school subjects.
ser.r~s

Generally the school paper

as a method of communicatj.ng wi thin the school comruunity

and outside stories or. issues' are not dealt tt:r:i:th frequently or
thoroughly: therefor.e many pE.:rsong
ar€

of little. substance.

conte~G.

that high school paperR

This belief has brought about the es

te..blisha,ent of underg·rou..Tl.d publications that are designed t.o fill
the vCJid by dealing wi.th more controversial issues and outside
stories.

3e"II;X'al l.mportallt cases dealing vlith bo-.:h types of high

school publications have bee.n heard In the lowe,: federal judiciary,
but none have been heard in the Uni.ted States Sup'tcme Court.

I'

I'
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.sch,,;rartz

,Scl'!.'-!'ker:, 298 F. S1.1PP. 238 (1969); and

OJ.

Zucl-;,~~

Panitz, 299 F. Supp. 102 (1969), sha,:ll be dealt vT:i.th in this se::::tion

as being representative of free press cases involving high school
papers.
SchWCt";...!~L~

grou.nd papc-r ~

TI~

'NeW' York City.

Schuker involves the distribution of an under
,

High School Free' Press, . at Jaulaic.a High Schoel in.

The student involved, Jeffrey

Sch\;7art~,

would not

obey the principal?s orders to cease the distribution of the Free
Pre:§:~..

Sc1.""artz was quite active in anti-establishment propaganda

and

encouraged heartily by his parents to be active in this

W3:3

manner.

On January 20, 1969, Principal Schuker advised Schwartz

that under no conditions would he be allowed to distribute Issue

115 of the

Ere.~ Pr~ss.

contained

n~ny

He based his order on Issue 114 which had

four letter words, filth, and critical remarks about

school officials.

,Despite this warning, Schwartz proceeded _to

handout the publication.

Schwartz was not charged with distribution,

but instead with defying the dean who, in executing the principal's
orders, had demanded that Schwartz surrender the undistributed
newspaper.

Four days after the

:Lncident~

Schwartz was suspended

for de.fianc.e of authority.

i

I.
.,
I,

.Schwartz, acting through his mother, sought an injun(:tion
reinstating him in school, based on the grounds that the school had
not granted him a hearing and that his First Amendment rights had
been abridged.

On the

d~e

process'question the Court ruled that

the school off.lcials had followed the proper procedures and that

the sl.lspension was more a result of defianee of orders than a result
of his distribution of papers crHical of school officials.
Jeffrey Sc:b.wartz' c:r..arge that the school -officials had in
fringed on his freedom of speech was considered by. the judge, Judge
Bartels, to be the more serious
more depth .and detail.

tharg~

and he dealt with it itl

Judge Bart.eIs emphasized that the First

Amendment guarantees of free speech" as cxamplHiec1 by our free
prefjS~

did apply to high school students; however, these rights

are not "absolutes and are subject to constitutional restrictions

for the protection of the social interests in government) order and

'. !
"

moralitylt..

These rights, though higl;lly treasured, "must be balanced

against the duty and obligation of the state to educate students in
an orderly and decent manner to protect the rights, not of a few,
but of all the students in the school system" 30

Schwartz had a

right to criticize the school and its' officials but the manner i.n
which he proceeded was in open Q.efial1ce of school author:Lty, arld
his actions were intendE!d to encourage other students to defy
authority.

This open defiance for the sake of encouraging defiance

of authqrity hy other students outwe~ghed his right of free speech
:

.

and the school district was justified in suspending jeffrey Schwi1rtz~

This case helps to clarify what limits there are on free ey;
pression of ideas by high school students.

For had Schwai:·tz been

not quite so defiant and outspoKen, the Court may have enjoined the
school district officials from enford.ng their decrees.
30 .

The stud(~nts

Schwartz v. Schuker) 298 F. Supp. 238> 24-2 (1969).
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in Tinker and Burnside had violated regulations issued by the proper
authorities. however, they only did so once, and then compl:ted \-lith
the designated penalty,

Jeffrey Schwartz, ho"rever, contin.ued to

d,;::'fy officials, thus accumulating a' series of offenses.

Schv)'arlz

tlad the d.gnt to speak his beliefs and distribute literature

critical of school officials, but his behavior in conjunction
with this expression was of such a disruptive nature that the
admin~~st.rators

had the authority to abridge his right of free

When a threat to order becomes so great that it appears

expression.

disturbances are imminent, the school officials are justified in
silencing the dissidents.
Another school press case shmv-s that this pattern tends to
hold true.

The case of

~ucker

v. Tanitz, 299,F. Supp. 102 (1969),

was decided jn United States District Court of the southern dis
triet of Ne,,]

York~

Judge Metzner presiding.

The regular high school

paper, the Huguenot Hera..1d of New Rochelle High School was the pape.r
involved in the

hearing~

Laura Zucker was the head of the editorial

staff that had allowed an advertisement opposing the war in Vietnam
to

appear in the

paper~

School policy prohibited any political

advertisements or articles of politica,l nature from appearing in
the school paper.

Even articles and advertisements pertaining to

candidates for student body office were not permitted.

The pur

pOde of this policy was to maintain the Herald as an educational

publication and not a platform from which to dissem1.nate ideas and
news

.
DOC
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299

F~

Supp. 102, 103 (1969)

·This policy was not strictly followed and numerous arti.cles
on outside school. activj ties were included in the paper.

Sevel:al

of these articles dealt with draft board procedures and student
at ti tudes tOv;'ards the ~;lar.

In regard to the consti ttl tionali ty of

the challenged policy governing !the newspaper, Judge Metzner ex

plab.:ed. th<it:
·The. ,presence of articles concerning the draft and
student opinion of United states participation in the
var shows that war is considered to be a school re
lated subject. This being the case, there is no
logical reason to permit nevJs stor~es on the subject
and preclude student advertising. 32
'To a110\01 the students to express themselves in ne"]8 articles

and letters to the editors but not in advertisements is an unfair
practice and therefore the Court found in favor of the plai.ntiff,
. Lau:;.::a Zueker.

There was no threat to order by the student ad

vertisement, therefore, the First Amendment right of free sp2ech
free press came out on top; the principal's regulation was arbitrary

and CQuld not be justified, thus, it was stricken down as uncon
sti tutional.
Q.nce again the balancing of free expression against school

authorlty was the source of conflict, and again the Court emphasized
that the thres.t to order must be so imminent that disorder is just
about to ·occur before the authorities' can abridge free expression ..
'Ri~t

To

Pe~ceably

The next

c.laus~

I

I
iI

3')

Assemble

'"Ibid., 104.

of the :First iuuendment to be considered is

35
that "'0£ the people to peaceably assemble ll •

The application of this

clause at the high school level has not been dealt with by the courts
to any great

extent~

therefore two college cases sha1.1 be briefly

covered to develop an insight into what practice would be appl:l,cable
at the high school level.

College students are dealt with by the

courts in a manner similar to high school students because the two
learning environments are somewhat alike.

The difference in age and

maturity accounts fo1:' a slightly different view towards the col
lege students, but this distinction is nothing great.

The public,

college officials in these cases are charged with the duty to
maintain order and discipline at the college, while at the same time
allowing students to exercise their constitutionally guaranteed
rights as individuals.

This is the same duty high school officials

are c3arged with.'
The case of Barker v. Hardway, 283 F '. Supp. 228 (1968), 'Nas
decided in United States District Court for West Virginia by Judge
Chd.stie.

It involved ten s'tudents at Bluefield State College who

had been expelled for taking part in demonstrations against the
college administration and sought a court order reinstating them.
The demonstrations began on October 14, 1967 during halftime at
a homecoming football game.

The students carried placards and

chan~ed critical reUY.1rks about Doctor }furdway, the college presi

. dent, while marching about the playing field.
was peaceful and non-violeIJt.

This demonstration

Following halftime the ,students

pl:oceeded to the viewing stands where they held placards in front

'" - 'n
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of Dr. Hardway and other officials so that they could not see the
game.

They continued to harass the officials until the police had

to disperse the nemonstrators and escort Dr. Hardway from the
.33

viewing stands.

Two days later the students' held a "sing in" on Dr. Hardway's
lawn, but since his lawn v7as a 'portion .of the college campus and
therefore public property the demonstration may have been legal
according to the First Amendment.

Because of this, the second

demonstration was not involved in the case.

In the decision the Court ruled that the demonstration on the
football field was protected by the First Amendment guarantees of
free speech and assembly.

However, the demonstration in the stands

was not peaceful and non-disruptive and therefore was not protected
,
,,"

by the First Amendment as applied to the. states by the Fourteenth
Amendment.

The school officials were justified in disciplining

the participating students.

The right of free speech and assembly

does not carry "with it the right to verbally abuse another or to
threaten him with physical hann or to depr:i.ve him of his rights
to enjoy ~lis lawful pursuits'>

Once 'the students began to infringe

·on others rights the college was justified in disciplining the
offenders, 34
This judicial definition of student rights of freedom

of

assembly also applies at the high school level, as long as students
283 F. Supp.

".: ~~I r

228~

231 (1968).
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do not disrupt any organized schooi activities,

As long as student

actions during a demonstration dO not interfere w-i.th the rights of
others, the demonstrations are withi.n the guidelines defined by
. the Court in Barker.

HO~7ever$

if an assembly that is planned to

draw attention to a controversial issue threatens the peaceful
and orderly operation of the high school, the administrators are
justified in disbanding the assembly by appropriate means.
The Eighth Circuit Court case of Esteban v. Central Mi.ssouri
State College, 415 F.2d 1077 (1969), expressed the same opinion
towards peaceful student assemblies.

The decision in the case

was written by Judge Harry Blackmun.

The appellants, Afredo Esteban

and Steve Robards, had taken part

~n

a demonstration on the college

campus that resulted in $600 damage to the school facilities.

Both

students were on probation for participating in earlier demonstra
tions and had been warned. of the consequences of any new participation.
As aresult of their actions, both students were suspended;
filed suit
upheld.

they then

in United States District Court where the suspension was

They then appealed.

Judge.Blackmun,in writing the majority opinion, stated that
students did not give up their Fir'st Amendment rights when entering
college; however, the conduct of the students at the demonstratiuns
were "aggressive and vio1ent;1I and not·protected by the First and
. Fourteenth Amendments guarantees of free speech and peaceful as
sembly.

35
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The right to assemble does not include trespasses on rights

Esteban v. Gentral
1087 (1969).

Mis~ouri

Slate

Colle~,

415 F. 2d 1077,

of other citizens.

Judge Elackmun held that "a school has l!l

herent authority to maintain orde.r and to discipline students ll • 36
Every case dealt with thus far that involves student rights
involves the power of school officials to formulate rules and
regulations for the It..aintenance of order and the educational process.
This duty of school officials was considered in religion, speech)
and press cases at the high school level and in the assembly cases
at thecol:)..ege level.

The same duties and rights are involved in

both high school and college cases, therefore the guidelines for
peaceful assembly at colleges would be applicable at high schools.
That is, courts have indicated t:hat high school officials should
provide for or allow students to peacefully assemble,. to express
their ideas on issues of concern even if those issues involve
school officials.

The studen.ts at Bluefield College were within

their rights in cri.ticizing the college president, but once they
began to harass and threaten him, their actions could no longer be
considered peaceable .and therefore were not protected by the First
Amendment.

Once an assembly becomes destructive, the guarantees

of expression through assemb1y.no longer apply.

Therefore, high

school student;3 can include the right of peaceable assembly on their
list of constitutionally guaranteed rights.
Freedom Of Petition
The last enumerated right in the First Amendment is that of

36 Ibid ., 1088.

"1 [
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the people to Ilpetition their government for a lCedress of grievanc.es ll •
There have been no actual court cases in the area of freedom fOl:
high school students to petition their school officials.

By exain

ini.ng all cases previously. mentioned, lit can be seen that the First
Amenument does apply· to high school age citizens and therefore the
.

I

right of petltiol1 which is a part;:
apply. 'If' students can speak

of "the

ag~inst

First Amendment would also

school officials, print and

distribute literature c.ritical of them, and hold assemblies demon
strating their grievances with school officials, they also should
be allmqed to petition those officials for a redress of grievances.

,
One mOl'e area of conflict in the schools that shall be dealt
with here is that of appearance codes. Numerous hair. length and
bh~arre

dress cases have appeared in courts, and generally the

students cling to. the First Amendment as their guarantor of the
right to appear as they please. "In the area pf appearance, styles
went through a major change in the 1960's.
sox, and duck tail haircuts of

th~

Leather jackets. bobby

early rock and roll era gave way

to long free flowing hair for both males and females, and very
I

casual clothes.

To some older persons standards, the young men

of the late sixties looked rather feminine and not in the true
image of the virile American male.

Outside of school, young men

. wen:: allowed to wear their hair long and young women ,yere allowed

to dress in Levis or other current styles.

Inside the schools.

however, the infamous codes clung to the styles of the late fifties

40
and 2arJ.y f:dxties.
In the latter sixties young persons began to challenge the
autbority of the sehool (,ff:tc:Lals to establish' 8ppearance codes

and the results obtained are not tdo·',conclusive.
I

Cases have to be

"

decIded individua.lly and there is no
blanket rule that can be ap-
i
I

p1ieu in all cases.

At present,1 mdre courts have found in favor
I

of the po·,rer of officials to

re~ulate

appearance then in favor of

the ri.ght of students to appear as they please.
of

drE~s8

affect

Many opponents

codes emphasize that appearance does not influence or

hO\>1

well an individual will learn.

However, some school

officials feel differently and as a result' Of these t,,70 views,
thE:: American judicial system became involved in the "great hair

The case of yerrell v.

Da~las IndeEenden~~~hool

District,

392 F.2d 697 (1968), involved three high school students that
grew long hair so they would be able to play in a musical group
calle.d Sounds Unlimited,
agre,~ment

group.

Contained in their contract was an

to keep their hair long while they were playing in the

The boys' hair was in violation of school policy reg

ulating hair length and they were therefore suspended.
s~it

They filed

in United States District Court seeking an injunction against

the school district.

The

reque~t

was denied.

The plaintiffs t:hen

appealed to the United States Fifth Clrcuit Court of Appeals.
In the decision cf the Court, Judge Gewin held that Principal
Lan.hEll~'l

bad snbstantial evidence that the long hair styles were dis

rttptive; therefore, the regulation governing nelr lengths was not

• •'!"

w

violative of the guarantees of free expression,37

Hair lengt'h and

appearance were held by the Court to be forms of free expression
. and therefore we:re protected by the First and Fourteenth At-nendmeuts;
however, free expression is not an absolute.

In explaining this,

Judge Ge,V'in wrote:
I, '

The Constitution does not e8tablish an absolute r1ght
to free expression of ideas, though some might disAgree.
The constitution::tl right to free exercise of speech,
press, assembly and religion may be infringed by the
state if there are compelling reasons to do 80.
The compelling reason for

state infringement
The interests of the
state in ma..intaining an effective and efficient school
system is of paramount import:ance. That which so
interferes or hinders the state.in providing the best
education possible for its l?eopie, must be eliminated
or circumsc.ribed as needed., This is true even when
that whidl i.s condemned is the ~xercise of a con
stitutionally protected right. 3'8
.
.
th~

'tvith which "We deal is obvious.

Thus the students had to cut their hair to get back in school;
the duty to maintain order was seen by the Court as being of greater:
value to the cOIrllrunity.

From this d.ecision it appears that the

same type of balancing test will be applicable to appearance
codes that was applicable to other forms of expression.

If the

expression of any ~ndividual threat~ns the order in a high school,
the officials have a duty to abridge that individual's rights.
Auothar hair case is Breen v': -!.ah1, 419 F'.2d 1034(1969).
This case was d.ecided by the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals.

702

37Ferrell v. Dallas Independ~School District, 392 F.2d 697~

(196-8)~-~-

38JEjd ., 702, 703.
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Involved were two male students, Thomas Breen and James Anton, at
'Hilliams Bay High School in the State of Wisconsin.

The t.wo boys

had re.fusetl to comply with the sehcol hait regulations adopted by
the School Board the previous

ye.ar~

The regulation· reads as f0110'\'78:
!:lair should be washed, cOt\lbed, and worn so it does not
hang below the collar line in the back, over the ears
on the. side, and mus t be above the eyebrmvs. Boys should
be clean shaven; long sideburns are out. 39
Both yOlJng men were expelled for having hair that was too
long.

Antoll cut h.is hair and

WC/.S

and. was threatened "dth expulsion.

he refused to cO'.nplyo

re-admitted, but grew' it long again
Breen was. never re-admitted for

The boys filed suit against the state super

intendent. of :instruction, William Kahl; the principal, William
Howley; and other officials of the school district on the grounds
that their cO::lstitutional rights of free expression had been violated.
The United States District Court of the Western District of Hisconsin
found :Ln the plaintiffs favor and the defendants appealed.
'\r~l the Circuit Court decision, Judge Kerner stated that:

The right to wear onels hair at any length or in any
desired TIl8.nner is an ingredient of personal freedom pro
tected by ~he United States Constitution • • • wnether
this right is de.s:ign3.ted as 'within the "penumbras" of
the First Amendment freedom of speech, • • • or as en
compassed within the Ninth Amendment as 6.n "additional
fuuciar.1ent.al right .vhieh· exis:j:s alongside those funda
mental rights specifically mentioned in the first
eight const:i.tutional amendments," Gris'wold v. Connect-·
is~tl~} 381 U. S. at 488, it clearly exists and i.s ap
plicable t:O the states tl1rou~h the due process clause
of the Fourtee:lth Amendment:. 0

419 F.2d 1034, 1035 (1969).
40""b'
:l
~.~., 1036.

I"
-.-"J

The decision also dealt with the constitutionality of the
hair regulation.

It was held that school officials carry the

burden of justification of regulations that infringe on citizens
righ·ts and in this case they Here unable to do so.
of

and

this~

As a resu:Lt

the a.ppearance regulatfon was declared to be arbitrary

unreasona~le

and thereby prohibited by the Constitution.

The School Board had held that long hair on males was distracting
and a hinderance to performance in class.
I.

The Board could not

prove this assumption, ther'efore the court ru1e.d that there was
no reason for imposing such an infringement on personal

. ht-

r~g.~s,

41

The appellants also argued that the Court's interferance with
this regulation would d:i.minish the authority of the School Boa:::-d
to discipline students.

In response to this charge, Judge Kerner

wrote that:
To uphold arbitrary school rules which "sharply
implicate basic Constitutional values" for the sake
of some llebulous concept of school discipline is
contrary to the principle that vle are a government
of laws which are passed pursuant to the United
States Cons·titution. 42
.
The Court also mentioned that the Board invoking in loco_
pare.ntis does not help their case, for in certain personal matters
such as appearance, ·the parents a.nd children should. be allowed to
come to their own agreements.

It would be impossible for a child

whose parents let him wear long. hair to comply vlith short hair rules
41"b':
.
~.:c1. , 1036.

1037.
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during school.
In this one decision, the Court dealt with several important
issues affecting students rights and found ill favor of the students
on all counts.'
not issued.

Again~

though) a manifesto of student rights wa.s

The 'duty of school officials to maintain order was

recognized; however, the Court saw no threat to' order resulting
from long hair on males and therefore ordered the students re
instated in school.

Had the school officials been able to justify

to the Court the necessity for the restrictive regulation, the
regulation would have been upheld.

The burden of justification

of rules and regulations lies with the school officials.
Richarcls v. Thurston,

l~24

F.2d 1281 (1970), involved the same

issue and was decided by the First Circuit Court of Appeals on
April

28~

1970.

In this case there was·not even a written code

concerning dress and grooming, only an understandin.g that boys
would not wear long hair.

/

Despite the lack of a written regulation
.i
I

concerning dress and grooming, Robert Richards was suspended for
having hair hanging to his shoulders.
Tlds court found in favor of the student, however different
reasoning was employed.

In writing the decision of the Court,

Judge Coffin stressed the need; for the school officials to justify
their regulations whether written or unwritten.

There had been

some question about the legality of an unwritten rule, but Judge
Coffin clarified tha.t issue by stating that a rule need not be
written; oral notice is enough.

If all regulations had to be

written, offlc.ials would be unable to take appropriate action in

45

the face of some problems of discipline just because there was no
written regulation.

If order is to be maintained, the officials

· h tey
h
. own d'l .scret i on. 43
nee d some areas in wh ~c
can use t h el.r
As was mentioned earlier, the Court did not use the same
reason.ing as was used in Breen, instead the follmving reasoning
was employed:
We think the Founding Fathers understood themselves
to have limited the government's power to intrude into
this sphere of personal liberty, by reserving some
powers to the people. The debate concerning the First
Amendment is illumin~ting. The specification of the
right of assembly was deemed me~e surplusage by some,
on the grounds that the government had no more power
to restrict assembly than it did to tell a man what
to wear or when to get up in the morning. The
response by Page of Virginia pointed out that even
those "trivial" rights had been known to have been
impaired - to the Colonists Consternation - but
that the right of assembly ought to be specified
since it' was so basic to other rights. The Founding
Fathers wrote an amendment for speech and assembly;
even they did not deem it necessary to write an
amendment for personal appearance. We conclude that
within the commodius cnncept of liberty, embracing
freedoms great and zmall, is the right to wear one's
hair as he wishes. 4
With the. right to wear hair as one wishes established, the
Court then continued by stressing the importance of justifying an
infringement on that right.

Si~ce

:the school officials could not

justify their belief that a bizarre hair style was disruptive, the
Court held that they could not abridge the right of Richards to
45
appear as he desired.
43

Richards v. Thurston, 424 F. 2d 1282· (1970).

44 Ibid ., 1285.
45 Ib 'id., 1286.

~
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A 1973 case involving a hair length regulation resulted in
a similar decision wi thout involving the constitutj.onal concept
of individual rights.

The Oregon Court of Appeals decision in

Neuhaus v. Federico held that the regulation of hair length was
beyond the statutory authority of Oregon school boards,
Union High School in Turner, Oregon was the school

Cascade

invo~ved,

and

the regulation at issue was "Hair must be kept off the ears and
collar • • • '

II

Four students were suspended by Cascade High officials

for violation of the rule.

They thereby challenged the constitu

tionality of the regulation in Circuit Court for Marion County.
Circuit Court upheld the decision and the students then appealed
'1
0 regon Court
to tle

0 f 'Appea 1 s. 46

The Oregon Court of Appeals held that under Oregon state law
"a school ];loard's authority to enact rules governing student conduct
is limited to enacting rules that have some reasonable connection
with the educational process".47

For a rule to reasonably relate

to the educational process, it must regulate only in-school ac
tivities; for when students are out of school, the authority for
rules on student behavior generally reverts to the parents.

The

Court then had to decide into which category of regulatory authority
hair length rules belong, beinglas a student having long hair in

volves in-school conduct as 1<eli as out of school conduct.

Because

students are out of school morel than they are in school, the Court
46lieunaus v. Federico, !dlance Sheets, Vol. 96, No. 8 (Salem,
Oregon: St.ate Court Administrator, Feb. 23, 1973) p. 666.
47
Ibid.~ p. 669.

.

~",'

47

held that having long hair was more of arl out of school activity;
this would tend to nullify the legitimacy of a ha:i.r length rule.

48

The Court then had to consider whether the long hair was so
disruptive that the Board or the school officials were justified in
banning it from school, a ban which would also affect out of school
activity.

The Court found no substantiating evidence in the

testimony that "Tould justify such a ban on long hair.

Because no

examples of disruption of school by long hair were given and because
such a hair code regulated out of school activity more than in-school
activity, the Circuit Court decision was

reversed~

The Oregon Court

of Appeals found Cascade Ul1.ion High School officials to have ex
ceeded their statutory authority.49
The Oregon decision also discussed constitutional rights
guaranteeing self control of personal appearance as a basis for
nullifying scholastic regulations such as hair codes.

However, the

Oregon Court of Appeals found this type of constitutional reasoning
as being unnecessary in this particular case since the school of
ficials had exceeded their legal authority.

50

Two different judicial avenues were employed in the three
decisions that invalidated hair codes.

Both avenues followed the

principle that there must be disruption of the educational process
before hair codes would be justHied.
ll8 Ibid • , pp •

.\() Ibid.
~

--- ,

y?

Hithout this dis'ruption,

672-676.

pp. 679-680.

Ibid. ) p. 680.

.

..'

,

.'J-~
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•

rights cannot be abridged nor can statutory authority be invoked.
Most court decisions involving hair regulations have found
the long hair to be disruptive and therefore have upheld the hail:'
codes.

However, as the wearing of long hair by males has become

more widespread in society, the courts have increasingly nullified
the hair codes challenged.

Apparently, as new styles spread and

are accepted, they cease to be as controversial or as disruptive,
thus allowing for the abolition of appearance codes.
It appears that a basic result of the hair cases, if not of
all cases dealing with student rights, is that the only universal
rule that can be applied is that school'officials are charged with
the duty to maintain order and discipline in the school they ad
minister.

In

~egulating

student conduct, speech, and styles, they

must respect the rights and privileges of the First Amendment and
the Fourteenth Amendment so'that they do not unreasonably or ar
bitrarily abridge the rights of the students.

Unless there is

substantial justification that free expression by the students will
result in nonpeaceful or disruptive behavior, they must allow the
students the freedom to express their personal views.
After examining the various court cases that involve student
rights under the First Amendment, it can be seen that in all the
cases the judges recognized the fact that students as American
citizens have the rights guaranteed, in the First Amendment.

However,

those rights can be abridged if school officials can justify their
restrictive actions by showing that a disruption had occurred or
wa.s ituminent.

Each case involving the rights of expression of high

school students must be decided individually according to evidence
submitted in that case.

High school students have the rights.

guaranteed by the First and Fourteenth Amendments but these rights
are not absolute and are subject to reasonable controls; just as
are the rights of citizens out of school.
II.

FAIR PROCEDURES FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

The second major are.a of the Bill of Rights t.hat

h8S

been

."increasingly defined by the courts as being applicable in high
school is fair procedures or precedural due process.

Because of

the traditional position that school stood iI.! loco parentis,
school admi·aistrators have not felt obligated to follow or im
plement due process in high school disciplin.e cases.
m.ar~y

Instead,

school administrators and teachers disregarded the privi.leges

of American citizenship arid used their own discretion in investigat
ing, hearing, and sentencing persons accused of violating school
rules.

The .1a."tter sixties were crucial· years for students fair

pn.h::.edures as on numerous occasions highschool students or their
parents chaJ.J.enged arbitrary actions by school. officials in the
judicial syst'.?m of the Urlited States,.

Search And. Seizure
---.-----------
One of the areas of fair procedures that is at issue is search
and seizu:ce.

American citizens are protected against ur.reasonable

Searches and seizures by thE Fourth Amendment ··;-lhich reads as follows:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
housef.:', papers, otldeffects.against unreasonable searcheB
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and seizures, shall not be violated) and no warrants
shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath
or affirmation, and particularly describing the place 51
to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
This Amendment was applied to the states by the Fourteenth
Amendment ;;n:d therefore also applies to the agencies created by the
states.
~Thethe-c

the prohibition against unreasonable searc.hes and

seizures applie.s to public schools and school districts is determined
by examining a couple of state court cases dealing with this issue,
The case. of People v. Overto~, 229 N.E.' 2d 596, dealt with a locker
search that resulted in the sei,zure of marijuana.

The student in-

valved had not been consulted prio'r to the search, however the vice
principal of the school consented to the search after evidence was
. presented to him.

In the opinion of the New Yor.k

COUTt

of Appe.als;

the search dld not violate the Fourth Amendment for the following

reasons:
The pmver of Dr. Pani tz to give his consent to this
search a-rises out of the district relationship betvJeen
school authorities and students. The school authorities
have an obligation to maintain diseivline eve:r t1:-1e
students. It is recognized that \"hen l;... rr~,2. numbers
of teenagers are gather.'ed together in sue >', en: environ

ment, their e~J.:perience and lack of mature ;'.~dgment can
often create hazards to e,ach other. Pa.r,'
\vho sur-
render their children to tId.s type of: en\,.· 'Jl.l',nent in
order that they ma.y cc.ntinue d€'veloping ~. ,:h irltel
lectual1y and s2~ial1y, have a !"ight to e:,,'I~c;t cer
h.-t
~afegIJ_)L
~ ....n -co
6- Ct.r"s
J,. . . .~

It tvas also emphasi.zed that school officials would not be

51
i
I
!

~'}

U. S. Const. Am,end. IV.

,.J"'f~'?.El~..Y,!..J2.verto!!, 229 N. E. 2d 597 (1969).
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_ .l.

properly carrying out their duties if they failed to maintain con
trol of the lockers.
had

oS

It was held that school officials actually

"right H and a "duty" to inspect lockers when suspicion arose

that a locker is being used illegally.
The

Sal!le

reasoning also came forth .in Stein v. F"..ansas, Kan

456 P. 2d 1, when the Kansas Supreme Court held that·· school officials
are obligated to search lockers if the school officials have reasonable
suspicion to believe that the lockers are being used illegally.
The locker search involved in this case resulted in the seizure
of the·key to a locker at the Kansas City Union Station in which law
enforcement officials found over $200 and some silver dollars iden
tified as being stolen from Butler's Music Store.

The defendant

held that the search was unreasonable in that a warrant had not been
issued, nor had his permission been given to search the locker.
Mr. Justice Fontron, writing for the Court, held that school
lockers, unlike houses, automobiles, or even private lockers, are
nonexclusive in that the principal or custodian has access to the
locker.

A school locker is intended to serve as a storage area for

student belongings, and also to protect those belongings against
theft.

The principal allows the students to use the lockers for

only those purposes, and has the duty to insure the lockers are not
used for any illegal activittes.

Students are not issued lockers

so that they can be used f(.)r any activity the student chooses.'

If

this ,,,as the case, it would become impossible for a school official
to maintaIn order.

If the educational. function of a school is to

be mal t~tained and the. welfare of the students preserve.d, the Court

52

saw i.t was necessary that school authorities maintain the officials'
. ~

r1g~lt

f
0"

1 oc~er
k ·1nspect10n.
.
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Out of these two cases arises the concept of partial privacy

or protection.
frvm

s~udents

Student's possessio:1s are protected from intrusi.oIl
but not from school officials if those officials have

pl:obable cause to believe the locker is being used illegally.

The

reasoning behind tlU.s is that school lockers were never intended
to be exclusive.

Schools could become centers from which juvenile

.de.linquents based their operations if the lockers were exc.lusive.
Parents and taxpayers have a right to expect that the welfare of
the young of their communi ty ,.,ill be protected by school author.ities

that have been entrusted with that duty,

School lockers are issued

to students for specific school related purposes and school of
ficials are obligated to guarantee that they are not used in a
mar.iner detrimental ·to the safety and security of all students.
For these reasons, the Fourth Amendment does not apply.
Due Process In Disc.iplinary Hearings
In applying other areas of the Bill of Rights to high school

students, a technicality arises that somewhat limits their appli
cabiHty.

The technicality is that Amendments Five and Six beth

specifically deal with criminal cases.
.school disciplinary procedures is very
A landmark case in juvenile law

53

.

Ste~n

Therefore, application in
li.mited~

if not non-exister.t.

was the case of In Re Gault,

v. Kansas.
Ka.n 456 P.2d 3 (1969).
~-"
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u.s.

1 (1967), which recognized the following juvenile rights:

notificatiQu of charges, right to confront per::ons 'who accused
i:he juveni.le, privilege against self'-incrimination, and notification

of right to assistance by counsel.

These rights were applied to

juveniles that were accused .of conunitting delinquent acts; delin-,
quent uc:.ts oeing acts that vlOuld be, criminal if committed by an

adult.

GH~lt,

therefore, had little impact en the fair procedures

ir, the high school.
There have been several cases that dealt with fair procedures
in t.he high scheol.

One of these is Madera

N(-!w York, .386 F. 2d 778 (1967).

v. Board of Ecluc.ation of

This case 'IolaS decided in the. United

States Secow1 Circuit Court of Appeals with Judge Moor.e writing the
decision of the Court.

The case involved Victor

Madera~

a

14 year

old student in Junior High School No. 22 in New York City. ' ,Victor

had been suspended on February 2 by the E:chool authorities after

,more than a year of behavioral difficulties.

Miss Theresa Rakon,

the district superintendent, notified Victorls parents of a hearing
cOLlcerni.ng the action that 'IolOuld be held on February 17, 1967.
Victorls parents sought the aid of an attorney, however, Miss
RakOvl'S office advised the attorney that he could not attend the

confere'llee
TJH~

0

Haderas sougbt and received a permanent injunction from the

. United States Dist:r:ict Court prohibiting the School Distri.ct from
holding any hearing at which an attorney was not present.

The

School Board appealed the decision.
In 'tvd.til1g the opinion of the Circuit, Court ~ Judge Moore held

that the "Guidance conference is not a crimil:lal proceeding; thtlS,
the co'..1t1selp:r.ovtsion of the Sixth Amendment and the case.s there
under

ar~

It was also pointed out that I'tilere is

inapp;Licable".

no S11ov.r1.ng tl1at any attempt is ever made to USE'. a~ny st3.tE~i.nent ,3.t

,

the conference in any subsequent criminal pl:oceeding •

Il

Therefcre, there is no need for counsel to protect tha child in
'u:.LS
\.. . F'
f h cl'lenciment
.\~.'
,~t

. '1
pr~v:L.

C'l

'
"
, "..~l.On. .J l
ege agaJ.nst
se I f,-lnCrl.mlna

Thus the Circuit Judge iIll!llediately cast aside

t~vo

protections

of the Bill of Rights because they were app1:tcable. only in a criminal
case.

Judge Hoore did deal extensively with the effec.ts of the

i'

Fourteenth Amendment in. guaranteeing an individual due process of
law.

He

e1111~hasized

that a state could not deprive a person of life)

liberty or property without due process of law.

This is a guarantee

agal.ust arbit1'8'.t"y action by the government that ';;rould be affecti.ng
private interests; therefore, the individual is protected against
such infriugements by a state agency by the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment.

In the case of Victor Madera, the guaran

tees of due process are not applicable, for the school officials did
not intend to deprive Victor of his education, but instead they
sought to help him return to school in the most effective surroundfogs for his particular case.

The suspension was a temporary type

designed to give school officials time to study Victor's case

:b.l

order to place him in a learning environment that vlOuld be more
productive for Victor.
54
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~

Madera v, Board of Education of

55 Ibi 4,., 782.

~w_Yor~,

386 F.2d 780 (1967).
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.Because the Madera case did not involve a permanent or
semester expulsion a hearing was not required.

If Victor was

to be expelled, a formal hearing prior to the final school district
action would be mandatory.

However, a school disciplinary hearing

that results in expulsion does not need ,to include assistance of
counsel because the hearing is not a criminal hearing.

In an

expulsion case, the persoIl whose liberty will be affected should be
given a notice of chat'ges and grounds \vhich if proven, would justify.
expulsion.

The nature of the hearing would vary depending on the

circumstances.

A "full-dress judicial hearing, with the right to

cross examine witnesses" is not required, but the rudiments of an
adversary system should be preserved.

Written

statem~nts

by wit

nesses against the student should be made available so that the'
student would be able to answer the charges.

The student should

be allowed to defend himself and produce statements from witnesses
for his side.

The results of the hearing should be made available

to the student for his examination if he is not present at the time
56
of the decision.
Thus, the guidelines for an expUlsion hearing are
set .down, and the major difference with a criminal hearing .is that
the right to assistance of counsel does not apply because of the con
stitutional stipulation that guarantee of c.ounsel applies only in
criminal cases.
Another case involving a high school student that believed
he was deprived of due process of law by the school officials is

561.2:.-.,
b'd
785 .
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Vought v. Van Buren Public Schools, 306 F. Supp. 1388 (1969).
heard in United States District Court of Michigan.
David Vought, a student at Belleville High

Schoo1~

It was

The case involved
who had been

expelled for bringing print material to school that was considered
to be obscene.

Vought had been warned several times about

obscene material to school, however he persisted in doing
as a result of his disobediance, he was expelled.

brit1g~ng

80

and

The piece of

(

literature he had in his possession at the time of initial suspension
was a publication he was taking home having discovered it in his locker.
This fact was considered of no significance.
On April 1, 1969, Vought's mother received a letter recommending
expulsion and notifying her that she would receive notice of the date
and time of the expulsion hearing.

The next day Mrs. Vought received

notice that the Board of Education had decided to expel David.

The

Board of Education failed to give notice as the first letter had
stated.
In filing suit, the plaintiff also charged that his right of free
speech had been violated.

The Court decision held this was not so;

in addition, the Court held the school obscenity rule was substan-.
tiallyjustified.

The plaintiff also charged that his rights under

the Fourteenth A."ller.dment had been violated, and he had been·deprived
of liberty and property without due process of law.
In ruling on this charge, the Court decision stated:
Whether or not the requirements of due process are met
in any situation depends upon the circumstances atten
dant upon that situation. Wl.at we say here has ap
plication to these facts in this particular situation.
We do not attempt, or pretend to establish or set down

r .
• ,!

,.'.

"

,':"

.'

,'ft
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arn' due process guidelines for schools, school boards,
princ.ipals, boards of educati.ou: or any other educa
tional personnel as such. What "'Ie say here deals
with the plaintiff and these defendants as they a~
pear tn this matter in this posture of this case. ..... 7
In the p:i:ectding statement the jud.ge, Judge Thornton, has made
a statement that il::! like numerous statements involving student rights.

Cour.ts are

r~luctant

to hampe.r the proceedings set forth by school

officials for deaH.ng with discipline problems and therefore deal

'Hith student rights cn a case by case basis.
gtlidelirws are given.

However, general

In this particular case, the Court suggests

that school boards adopt guidelines for disciplinary hearings.
~roposed

guidelines are:

The

notification of specific charges and

. grounds for 2.xpulsioll, a hearing which provides fot" a presentation

of both sides of the story, a list of witnesses against the student,
and an opporttmity for the stude.nt to dafel1.d himself.

As in other

c.sses, no mention of assistance of counsel is made.
'III.

CONCLUSION

In concluding, after examining various court cases that clarified
and d8fiued student rights, it can be stated that high schOOl. students
do have specific rights that are guaranteed by the Dnlted St?t.es

Constitution.

These rights are not absolutes, j'.lst as the rights

of citize'ns out of school are not z.bsolutes.

Order in society,

whether the whole American society or an illdiv:i_dual school socil'::ty,

must be maintained.

5·7

(1969).

V~u.Rht

In American society the various government£

v. Van Buren

PUbJ.il~

SC:..ho0 l!E.. , 306 F. Supp. 1388, 1392
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are charged with the duty of maintaining order; in schools the
responsibility to rnaintain order lies with school officials.
The officials of the various governments as well as school of
ficials must not unreasonably abridge the rights of the citizens
:i,n their respective jurisdictions in their efforts to maintain
order.
School officials can abridge the rights of students to express
themselves freely if the restrictive regulations are not unreason
able or arbitrary,
In the area of fair procedures, students are guaranteed due
process as was outlined; however, this does not include all the
provisions guaranteed a person accused of criminal acts as outlined
in the Fifth and Sixth Amendments.

The due process applied in

student rights cases is taken from the "due process" clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment that applies to any government action
that deprives a citizen of his liberty or privileges.

CHAPTER III
·RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES CODES IN OREGON HIGH SCHOOLS
Under Oregon law •. school district boards of education and
school administrators are charged with the maintenance of order
and discipline in their respective districts and schoo1$.

The

1971 Oregon Legislature revised the eXisting Oregon law that
dealt with student discipline giving the Oregon Board of Educa
tion mor.e

s~lpervisory

power over local school boards in insuring

the adoption of conduct and discipline codes at the local district
level.

The new Oregon law reads as follows:

339.240 Rules of pupil conduct and discipline; duties
of state board and district school boards. (1) The
State Board of .Education in accordance with ORS chap
ter 183 shall prepare and promulgate to all school
districts minimum standards for pupil conduct and
discipline and for rights and procedures pertaining
thereto that are consistent with orderly operation
of the educational processes and with fair hearing
requirements.
(2) Every district school board shall adopt and
attempt to give the widest possible distribution of
copies of reasonable written rules regarding pupil
conduct, discipline and rights and procedures per
tai~ing thereto.
Such rules must comply with
lTlini~l.l:t"; standards promulgated by -the State Board
8
of Edu':;::ltion under subsection (1) of this section. S

According· to Hr. Dave Curry, Student Activity Specialist

~Lor t h
B oar d
e O
regan
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.

0

f Ed ucat1on,
.
59 t h e ma j or reason f or t h e

Oregon, gevised Statutes, 339.240, Section 1,

S~ction

2.

.59 D.:we Curry, interview at Oregon Board of Education) Salem,
Oreeou, March 21, 1972.
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Legislative Assembly enacting the preceding statute was to provide
for the establishment of uniform and specific codes of student
rights and responsibilities in public schools throughout the
state.

Vague and arbitrary school rt1les governing student cou

duct had been facing-increasing numbers of

chall~nges

in and out

of court; the Legislature sought to- alleviate this situation by
delegating the supervisory duties regarding minimum standards
of pupil conduct to the Oregon Board of Education.
Beginning in September, 1971 the Oregon Board of Education
scheduled and held public hearings on a proposed code outlining
Minim\:!.l}l

Stand_~rds _~or

Student Conduc:t and Discipline.

The finalized

code was adopted by the Oregon Board of Education on Hay 12, 1972.
The for'a;;ord to the !1il2:imurn Standards for Student

~onduct

Instruc.tion, states the same philosophical base for the code as
Mr. Curry had stated for the Oregon _Revised Statute authorizing
the code.

The foreword in its entirety reads:

After mu.ch legal research and many public hearings;
the Oregon State Board of Education has adopted "Mini
mum Standards for Student Conduct and Discipline".
In addit:i.on to the standards) which are in official
f01~ of Oregon Administrative Rules, nonmandatory
guidelin.es and model codes have been included in
this publication as an aid to local districts.
The standards are a means of strengthening the
position of teachers and administrators in times
of legal and social confusion and challenges on
all sides to administrative and staff authority.
Increasingly, courts are evaluating the schools
deciSions, their wTitten rules, and the methods by
which· these rules were made. These standards lay

"
i ~ .'



61
the ground\vo~'k for enfo.cc:eable local rules of stu
dent conduct and discipline which also must "pass
muster" if challenged in court.
It is bur purpose to deal realistically and
constructively with problems of student conduct,
while at the sar.le time insuring fair treatment
for all concerned. 60
The Minimum Standards for Student Conduct and Discipline
set down basic guidelines for local boards of education to follow
I

wqen drafting their written regulations governing student condtlct
i
and discipline. In section 21-050 of the Minimum Standards, e~_even
I

I

topics are listed in areas to be included in local codes in order
to Itprovide students a learning climate in which rights and res
ponsibilities are equally protected and emphasized".
topics are:

The eleven

(a) assembly of students; (b) dress and grooming;

(c) motorized and nonmotorized veh:i.cles; (d) search and seizure;
(e) attendance; (f) freedom of expression; (g) nonstudent loitering;
(h) alcohol, drugs, and tobacco; (i) physical discipline; (j)
student records; (k)

discipline~

suspension and expulsion.

Ac

cording to the Minimum Standards, which are written as Oregon
Administrative Rules, the previously listed subjects must be
included in the local district conduct and discipline codes;
also the local district rules "shall include statements on student
rights, responsibilities, and conditions which create a need for
these rules".
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60Dale Parnell, "Foreword". Oregon Board of Education, Minimum
Standards for Student Conduct and Discipline (1972), p. iii.
61

Oregon, State Board of Education, Minimum Standards for
Student Conduct and Discipline (1972) p. 1, se;tion 21-050.
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After listing the topics to be included in school di.strict
rules, the State Board of Education outlined examples of justified
reasons for discipline, suspension, or expulsion of students.
Examples lis ted include:

thei t, disrllp tion of the, school,

damage or destruction of school property, damage or destruction
of private property on school premises or during a school ac
,tivity. assault'or threats of harm, unauthorized use of weapons
or dangerous instrumen.ts. unlawful use of drugs, na.rcotics, or'
alcoholic beverages, and persistant failure to comply Vlith rules
or lawful direction of teachers or school officials. 62
In dealing with the actions that can be ca.rried out against
,,
I·

I

the student who violated the school

rule~

the Minimum Standards

,

outlines the procedures to be followed in suspending or expelling
the violator.

In outlining the process to be followed in sus

pensions, the state code states the following:
Students may be suspended when such suspension con
tains within procedures the elements of prior notice,
'specific.ation of charges, and an opportunity for
the student to present his view of the alleged mis
conduct. The suspending official shall notify the
students parents or guardian of the suspension, the
conditions for re~nstatement, and appeal procedures,
where applicable. 3
In addition, the guidelines provide that in emergency situa
tions', suspension procedures may be postponed until after the
emergency condition has passed, othenoJ'ise a suspension may not
last more thail seven calender days.
62 Ib J.G.
·,
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'

l~~:i.,

p. Is Sec. 21-065.

6 L!..p L-.. .!.!.J2t' •
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'
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As can be

seen~

the State Board of Education requires that

limited due process be available to students that face possible
suspension.

The due process outlined for students facing possible

expulsion is more extensive, due to the fact that under Oregon
law an expulsion can'last for a whole semester. 65
:'

The expUlsion guidelines set down by the Oregon Board of
Education to ,be followed by local school boards are as follows:
A school district board or hearings officer shall
not expel a student without a hearing, unless he and
his parents or guardian 'vaive, in writing, the right
to a hearing. By waiving the right to a hearing,
the student and his parents agree to abide by the
lawful findings of the hearing or review officer. 66

The expulsion hearings shall include the following pro-
visions:
1. Written notification of charges, when and where
, the hearing shall take place, and right to have a re
presentative.

2.A notice sent by mail to the parents or guardian,
citing ,the charge and the acts that support the charge.
This notice shall be sent at least seven days prior to
the hearing.

3.

The executive officer of the school district or
his designated representative shall act as the hearing
or review officer.
'
4. The student is permitted to have a representat:i.ve
present at the hearing. The representative may be an
attorney, parent, or guardian. "

5. The student shall be allowed to present his ,ver
sion with the assistance of exhibits, oral testimony,
or guardian.
650regon, Revised Statutes, 339.250, section 4.
66Minimum Standards, p. 2, sectiol1 21--070.
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6. The student is permitted to hear the eVidence
against him.

7. The hearing officer shall determine the facts
of each case based on the evidence presented.
8.

Strict rules of evidence shall not apply.

9. The hearing officer or. the accused may make a
recording of the proceedings . .

10. The local board shall review the decision and may
affirm, modify~ or reverse his decision.
11. The expulsion shall not extend beyond the end of
the current semester. 67
The codes of student conduct are to include suspension and ex
pUlsion proceedings that incorporate the preceding elements of due
process.

The Oregon Revised .Statutes state that these codes must

be distributed widely in the local districts.

is again emphasized·in Minimum Standards. 68

The distribution
In Minimum Standards,

the State Board also sets the local district implementation date
on September 1, 1972.

Compliance with this implementation shall

be evaluated by the State Board of Education as a part of the
regular standardization visitations.
Thus, the Oregon Board of Education established some basic
standards for conduct and discipline codes in Oregon public
schools.

At the heart of many of the areas to be covered with

local conduct co·des are the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the
Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment.
67 Ibid •

--.

I
I

I

68 Ibid ., p. 2, section 21-075.

Of the eleven areas
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that the State Board of Education requires be in local codes;
assembly of students, dress and grooming, search and seizure,
freedom of expression, discipline, suspension, and expulsion are
closely correlated to the Bill of Rights of the United States
and the guarantees of due process in the Fourteenth Amendment.
The Oregon Administrative Rules, as printed in

Minimu~

Standards for Student Conduct and Discipline, go into detail
orily when dealing with proc.edures to be followed when suspending
or expelling a student.

These procedures are directly related

to the fair procedures or due process section of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

The State Board has included in Minimum Standards

some model codes to be used by local districts as they deem
necessary.

These model codes deal with the eleven topics to be

included in all local district codes.

In comparing these model

codes to the actual codes, the only topics that will be dealt
with in this paper are those that are directly related to the
Bill of Rights, the Fourteenth Amendment, or the court cases
dealt within Chapter II.
,,
I

1.

FREED01'1 OF EXPRESSION

I
The state model codes divide the rights of the First
Amendment into two different topics:

Freedom of expression and

assembly of students.
The mode: code for freedom of expression includes the fol

66
lowing;
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'Condition Description
(1) One of the basic purposes of schooling is to pre-
pare students for responsible self-expression in a democ
ratic: society. Citizens in our democracy are permitted
free expression under the First and Fourteenth Amendments
of the United States Constitution and under Article I,
Section 8, of the Oregon Constitution. Students as
citizens, have the right of free expression and must bear
the responsibility for the consequences of such expression.
(2) Since schooling is a learning experience, the mat
ter of free expression must also be viewed as a part of the
learning process. Therefore, when school officials, or their
representatives have reason to believe that a student'is
unaware of the -possible consequences of his expressions, they
- may find it necessary to review publications and speeches to
be given to students -and to advise on matters of libel, slan-
der, journalistic ethics, and the probable effect of state
ments or wri~ings on the orderly operation of the school.
Guidelines
(1)

Rights:
a. Students are entitled to express their personal
opinions under reasonable circumstances.
b. Students are encouraged to exptess personal
opinions in writing in school publications. The
publishing and editorial policies governing school
publications will be in wTitten form.

c. Under certain conditions, which should be spe~led
out locally, students may obtain school authorization
to sell materials or-engage in activities which solicit
students financial'contributions.
d. Students may refuse to participate in patriotic
exercises as long as the manner of such nonparticipation
does not disrupt the educational process.
e. - Students may wear certain distinctive insignias so
long as they do not trespass on the rights of others

69

The model codes included in this paper are taken verbatim
from the Hinimum Standards for Student Conduct a.nd DisciEli.ne; gram
matical ~~rors contained in that document have not been corrected.
The matexial qu.oted froUt local district codes is also verbatim.
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or interfere with the orderly operation of the
school program.
(2)

Responsibilities
a. Symbolic and actual freedom of expression
shall not interfere with the freedom of others
to express themselves. The use of profane or
obscene language and threats of harm to persons
or property are prohibited.
b. Willful disobediance, open defiance of a
teacher's or school officials lawful authority,
~hall be sufficient course for discipline.
c. Any ~ublication sponsored or in any way funded
by the school shall be known as a school nub~ica
tion as opposed to a student publication. 70

As can be seen, the model code goes into rather specific ap
plications of the First and Fourteenth Amendments, and in doing so,
coincides with guidelines set forth in federal court cases dealing
with free expression in the public high school.

As in those court

cases, the basic guideline that comes out of the model code is that
students are allowed to express themselves freely as long as there
is no disryption of the educational process.

This model applies

this principle to speech and press freedoms for students.

It is

noted that one section of the model deals with patriotic exercises
and

£ol~ows

the same guiding philosophy as stated by the United

State~

Supreme Court in West Virginia State Board of .Education v. Barnette.
The courts and the Oregon State Board of Education are close
in their def:tnitions of student rights of free expression; both
the courts and the State Board recognize that student expression
must not be allowed to interfere with the orderly operation of

70MIn
'
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schools.

The courts' guidelines have been incorporated in the

State Board's model code for free expression.

Next, the local

district codes will be examined to see i f the, local boards of
education[ fo116'\1 the guidelines set down by the courts and the
I
I

I

State Boa.rd.
In examining local district. rules on student discipline and
conduct, this paper will deal with rules that were in effect
in the 1971-72 school year and the rules on conduct that went
into effect in the 1972-73 school year.
71

conduct ,codes for 1971-72

Of the eighteen student

'

from school districts in all regions

of Oregon, only four dealt specifically with the students rights
of free expression.

Several other student conduct codes dealt 'dith

expression by including a section that referred to a state statute
outlawing obscene or profane language'in school.
schools that did not

~ea1

The eighteen

specifically with the rights of free

expression published their rules on student conduct in traditional
student

handbook~

or, in the case of very small schools, a mimeo

graphed handout was utilized.

Three of the four schools that in

cluded regulations on free expression did so in pamphlets dealing
specifically with student rights and responsibilities.

The fourth

school has "lmderstood policies" that are adhered to by the board
of eGuc.ation but have not been published for distribution.
71'

,

In January, 1972 conduct codes were requested from fortyfive Oregon high schools, of these, eighteen cooperated by sending
copies of their codes.

: .
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In summarizing the four school district policies onlstudent
rights of free expression, all four state that Rtudents h~ve the
right to express themselves on any issue as long as they

~o

not

disrupt the educational atmosphere.
One of the published codes in part states:
School officials may review publications and speeches
to be given to students to make sure they are free of
libel and slander, are in good taste, and ~vill not cause
disruption of the school.
Verbal abuse of District personnel by others is not 72
permitted and shall be subject to appropriate action.
In the first paragraph of this quotation, it is stated that
"publica·tions and speeches to be given to students" shall be re
viewed.

The rule does not state whether this review policy ap

plies to expression "by" students.

Also, what constitutes "verbal

abuse of District personnel" is·unclear, does this refer to slander,
prof.anity or any form of criticism.
The David Douglas code, in part, states the following:

1.

Freedom of Speech and Assembly
a. .Students may verbally express their personal
opinions but these opinions shall not be allowed
to interfere with the rights of bthers to express
themselves.

2.

Freedom to Publish
a. Students are entitled to express their personal
opinions in writing. Theseop~nlonsshall not in
terfere with or disrupt the educational process
or infringe upon the rights of others. Such writ
ten expressions must be signed by the author.
The time and place for the distribution of such
material is subject to individual building rules.
b. Libel, obscenity, and personal ·attacks are
prohibited in all publications.

duct

7(2sal~m_
schQgl)DiJ?t1:ict No. 24J, Guidelines for Student Con
October, l~,O , p.l.
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c. Commercial advertising or solicitations will
be permitted on school property only i f they are
related to school functions or have the approval
of the Superintendent.
d. School-sponsored publications must have all
items approved by the principal or his designated
representative.
This code also includes a specific provision guaranteeing
freedom of petition.

It reads:

"Students have the freedom to

petition for a change in school policies and regulations; cir
culation of petition is subject to individual building rules".73
These policies, though adopted prior to the mandatory
adoption date, coincide with the state model codes as far as basic
principles of rights and responsibilities are concerned.

With

the possible exception of vague wording in the Salem code, the
codes also are compatible with the guidelines stated in the various
court decisions dealing with student rights of free expression.
Some of Oregon's school districts were moving in the direction set
by court decisions before the Legislature and the State Board of
Education adopted respectively, a statute and an administrative rule •
.In examining

s~hool

district policies published and presented

to students since September of 1972, the percentages of schools
with and without conduct and \liscipline codes nearly reversed •
. 74
Of tvlenty-two district codes received
three did not list gu:)..de
73David Douglas School District No. 40, Student Rights and
ResEonsibilities (October 25, 1971).
741n January 1973, requests for conduct codes Here mailed
to forty-five Oregon high schools, twenty-tv70 high schools sent
copies of their codes.
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lines for student rights of free expression.

Of the nineteen

that included freedom of expression, twelve districts either
adopted for dis tribution the state model codes as 'I7ri tten, or
with deletions.

The sect1.ons of the ·model codes most often left

out by the local dis·tricts were the rights allowing students
not to participate in patriotic activities and to wear insig
nias on clothes as long as they were not offensive or disruptive.
The districts that had drawn up discrete freedom of ex
pression. codes incorporated the basics ·of the First Amendment
rights in their codes just as the state models have.
One such code reads:
Students may verbally or symbolically express their
personal opinions but expression of these opinions
shall not be allowed to interfere with. the rights of
others including the rights to express themselves.
The use of obscenity, obscene gestures, personal
attacks, or threats of harm to persons, property or
personal reputation are prohibited. 75
Another district adopted the following:
Freedom of expression, as a Constitutional right, is
guaranteed in the schools.
This freedom, however, carries with it responsibility.
Students shall bear this responsibility in the exercise
of their rights of expression.
A. Students shall not distribute or display materials
which are libelous, obscene, or which create danger of
physica.l. disruption, and/or violation of the law.

B. The student, in his written or oral expressions,
shall not advocate or encourage the commissions of crime •.
7.5 Reyno ld.8

1 1
SC100

District No. 7 ,Pupi 1 Personnel Po 1 icy

(July, 1972), p. 4.
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C. Students shall obtain the authorization of
schoo.l authorities prior to selling materials or
engaging in activities which solicit student finan
cial contributions.
School authorities may authorize the time and place for
distribution of literature or related materials
that
they will not interfere with the school program.

,g

These

t~.;ro

local district standards are representative samples

of the six codes that varied most from the state model codes.

These

codes and those patterned directly after the state models all con
tained the philosophy that was expressed in recent court decisions
involving student rights.

Briefly stated, students have the right

to express themselves orally or in writing as long as they do not
I
1

cause disruption of the E!ducational process.

The one category of

speech categorically ruled out in all school· districts is profane
speech or articles.

This policy is based upon Oregon law· which

specifically bans profanity and

~bscenity

at school.

77

Whether

this type of speech is disruptive is questionable; however, many
persons do find it offensive.

As long as numbers of people find

such speech offensive, it will probably be banned in the public
schools.
By examining the codes, it can be concluded that most of
Oregon's school districts nm.;r have yrritten student conduct codes.
In the school year 1971-72,. most of the school districts did not
have codes specifying student rights of free expression.
76

.

In the

Springfield School District No. 19, Student Rights and
Resp:onsi~i-Jitie.s (March, 1972), p. 12.
77 Oregon, Revised Statutes, 339.250, section 3.

, ..... 'j
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1972-73 school year, this situation was reversed.

This

chang~

came about primarily because the State Board of Education drew
up rules in accordance with the Oregon Revised Statutes requiring
local districts to have such codes.
Another area or the First Amendment covered by ,the local
guidelines is student rights to assembly.

Yet, the codes for the

school' year 1971-72, almost without exception, had n~ mention of
assembly.

Of the eighteen codes, only three dealt'specifically

with assembly.

These codes were in line with those dealing with

other forms of expression.

The major limitation· cited in the

three codes was. that the assembly must not be disrup~ive of school
or dangerous to persons or property.
One school district stated that "Students should be per
mitted to hold meetings on school property but such meetings
should be scheduled in advance, should not disrupt classel?, and
s h ou Id cause no, h azar d

t0

' t y. 78
person or proper

Another'district titla;l this area of the code "Student
Demonstrations" and stated that "Demonstrations or protests which '
are not disruptive and which do not interfere with the school pro
gram or other peoples rights are permissable".79

This second

code then proceeds to state what actions the school district will
take if the demonstrations become violent or disruptive.
78Salem Public School District No, 24J, Guidelines for
Student Conduct, p. 4.
79

Portland Public Schools, Student
bil:Lties, p. 5.

Righ~s an~

Responsi

These codes allow students their rights except when they
step over the boundartes se.t by the local school board.

The

boundaries being imminent or actual disruption of order in the
schools.
The two codes from 1971-72 conform to the Minimum Standards
and the state model code for assembly of students which reads as
follows:
Assembly of Students
Condition Description
(1) It is important to the orderly use of school
facilities that the use of all space should be planned
in advance whenever possible.
(2) Students, faculty, and administration are all
in some measure responsible for the activities that
are conducted in a school. Indeed',
school personnel
are held accountable to a public, a school board, a
legislature that gives fiscal support; accountable
for the image of the institution. Also, all members
of the school community are accountable to each other.
Guidelines:
(1) Right:. Student shall be permitted to hold
meetings on school property.
Right: Students shall have the right to
gather informally.
(2)

Responsibility: Student l1eetfng
(a) The meeting should be scheduled in advance.
(b) Normal cIa'sses shall not be disrupted.
(c) The meeting shall not be such as may be
likely to incite hazard to person or property.
(d) The meeting shall be sponsored by 'school
officials or an official s9hool club or or
ganization.
(e) No speaker who openly or knowingly ad
vocated breaking the la~·;r shall be invited to
speak. Invitations to speakers shall be ap
proved by the principal or his designated
rl..1p~eSel1ta tives.
(0 If a crowd is anticipated, a crowd control
plan shall be filed in the appropriate office
well in advance of the meeting. Attempts shall

"

"4' :."
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.
80
be made to present a balance of viewpoints.
Responsibility: Informal Student Gathering
(a) Students gathered informally shall not disrupt
the orderly operation of the educational process.
(b) Students gathered informally shall not infringe 81
upon the rights of others to pursue their activities.
This model vJaS the basis for the assembly code in thirteen
of the twenty-two student conduct codes for the 1972-73 school
year.

These thirteen school districts altered the code slightly,

most noticeably several (5) deleted the section guaranteeing
students the right to gather informally.
The six school districts that drB';\T up . their ov;rn ·district
codes maintained the same premises, but usually achieved the writing
of the code with fewer w·ords.
One of these codes deals with ·assembly by simply stating
that "Students shall be permitted to hold meetings on school proper
ty, but such meetings shall be scheduled in advance, shall not dis
rupt classes, and shall not cause no hazard to person or property',l

82

This district chose not· to include a ban on assemblies that might
become disorderly or pose a threat. to the educational atmosphere.
80Sections C. and E. of this model prohibit assembly of
stude,nts that might become disruptive. This suggested regulation
is in contradiction to judicial guidelines developed in Tinke.r v.
Des Moines School District. Those guidelines held that school of
ficials could not ban expression because of ~.;rhat the officials
felt might happen, this involves prejudgment of a possible situation.

8~inlmum
1.
d d s, pp. 7-8.
Stanar
82
..
.
North Clackamas School District No. 12, Student Conduct
and Discipl::!-ue Code CJune, 1972), p. 5-12.
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The rules adopted by Reynolds School District stateu that
nAIl student meetings shall function.as part of the normal
educational process or as authorized by the principa 1 • . . 1183
In another section of the code, this distr·ict stated some other
rules governing the assembly of students by stating that:
Any student of Reynolds School District No. 7 ~]ho
participates in a strike, walk-·out, sit-in, o:r: mass
demonstration against the duly constituted authority
of the Reynolds 'School District shall be automatically
suspended from all extra curricular activi§~es for a
period of not less than one calender year. T
This possible year long suspension might be excessive in
light of the state regulation limiting disciplinary suspensions
to seven days and expulsions to the remainder of the semester or
term.

Punishment for this type of situation is not discussed

in the Minimum StandaLds.

Since extra-curricular activities are

not mandatory under law, the Oregon Board of Education did not
deal with them, th~s leaving· th~ir regulation to the discretion
of the 10cal districts.

In light of.Oregon law and State Board

regulations, the possible suspension period from extra-curricular
activities is excessive.
Also, in regards to Reynolds' suspension policies, due process
is cast aside if mass demonstrations are involved.

The policy

states that students "shall be automatically suspended"; this
. implies that stipulated suspension proceedings shall not be fol
lowed.

In a court contest tpese regulations would be categorized
83Reynolds School District No. 7,·Pupil Personnel ~olicy,

p. 5.

84 1,01.:".,
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as arbitrary and unreasonable based on the guidelines' developed
in Chapter II.
Except for this vague Reynolds t rule on strikes and mass
demonstrations', most of the codes were clear.

In ,general, the

codes on assembly allow for student assemblies as long.as the
,

assemblies do not disrupt the order of the school.
semblies must be

schedul~d

These as

in advance (in 5 out of 6 codes) so

as not to interfere with the orderly operation of the ·school.
Again, the local codes and the state model concur with court
decisions affecting student rights of assembly.
II.

GROOHING AND ATTIRE

School dress codes and appearance codes virtually dis
appeared as a result of the Minimum Standards for 80nduct and
Discipline.

In the school year

~971-72

twelve schools out of

eighteen included definitive dress codes.

In 1972-73 only three

schools out of twen'ty-t,,,o listed regulations that could be labeled
as definitive or restrictive dress codes.

Most of the local

districts have rules stating that students can wear what they
choose as long as they are clean and their appearance does not
distract from the orderly operation of the school.
The model code offered by, the Oregon Board of Education is
also rather liberal, it reads as follows:
Dress and Grooming - Model Code
Condition Description
(1)

Dress and grooming while in school is basically an

78

individual responsibility of the 'student and his parent.
When dress and grooming disrupts ·the learning process
while in school, for the individual.student, other
students, or the learning climate of the school, it
becomes a matter of counseling with the student and/or
parent.
(2) The total learning climate of a school is im
portant to the satisfactory. progress of students. This
system places major emphasis upon developing an environ
ment where the teaching-learning process will flourish
with as few constraints as possible.
Guidelines:
(1) Right: The district school board shall reduce
any rules and regulations on dress and grooming to
writing and make such rules widely available to parents
and students. Any such rules and regulations must be
clear and go beyond some undefined sense of individual
sartorial or tonsorial good taste.
(2) Right: Student dress and grooming is the
responsibility of the individual and his parents under·
the following guidelines:
(3)

Responsibilities:
(a) Dress and grooming shall be clean and in
keeping with health, sanitary and safety practices.
(b) When a student is participating in special
activities his dress and grooming shall not dis
rupt the performance or constitute a threat to
the individual or other students.
'(c) Provisions for dress and grooming in special
activities should arise directly out of the needs
of the activity and not from some undefined sense
of individual sartorial or tonsorial good taste.
(d) Dress and grooming shall not be as such'as
to disrupt the teaching-learning process. 85

The conduct codes of the 1971-72 school year repeatedly con
tained regulations that exhibited the administrations personal·
preference or the personal preference of the local board or what
ever group drew up.the guidelines.

Regardless of which group drew

up the guidelines, it meant that the students had to groom and
85 M~n
d
, i mum Stan d ar_~,
pp. 8 -9.
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dress according to what some other individuals thought appropriate.
This basis for dres's and grooming regulations is no longer recom
mended.

Three examples of the now' superceded, but very definitive,

dress codes are as follows:
Students are e~-pected to be neat and clean and come to
school in a presentable manner. Girls are permitted to
wear dress slacks. 86
The students, faculty, and administration believe that
certain dress and grooming stan~rds are appropriate for'
school, thus the following reco ended guidelines have
been developed to inform parent and students how they
should appear for school.
1. Clean - including hair, body, and clothing.
2. Shoes or sandals must be worn. Thongs or
other beach \-lear are not considered appropriate.
3. Hair should be cut for boys> so that it does
not extend over the collar in the back and does' not
hang over their eyes in front. Sideburns, mustaches
and beards, if worn, must be clean and neatly trimmed.
4. Clothing should not be ragged or tattered. A11
clothes. should be properly hemmed.
5. Girls should wear skirts, or dresses of such
length, which in course of normal school activity,
portions of their undergarments will not be exposed.
6. Girls should not wear boys' or girls' "blue
jeans" to school. If slacks are worn, they should be
of the dressy type.
7. Girls should.wear clothing which i.s appropriate
to their indivj.dual figure •. All girls should avoid
wearing "skin tight" slacks, dresses, or skirts.
8. Bermuda shorts, or hemmed cut-offs for both boys
and girls are acceptable when weather conditions war
rant. Shorts (shorter than mid-thigh length) are not
considered appropriate.
9. Dress that denies the rights of our teachers'
and students, to teach and learn in an atmosphere of
discipline, §;rsonal pride, and self respect should
not be worn.

86Union High School Dist~ict No.1, Guidelines for Jordan
Valley High School, p. 2.
87
Oregoll City Selll.Or High 'School, Pioneers' Guide, p. 13.
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"No regulations on dress exc~pt that it be neat, clean anCt
proper. ' No shorts or, cutoffs may be wornll.

88

, These codes are examples of what the State Board of Education
i

desires to terminate.

T):ley force students to dress or groom

cording to someone else's standards.

lC;-'

In 1973 the Oregon Cour

of

Appeals, in Neuhaus v. Federico, ruled regulations 'Of this sort

I,

, to be beyond the legal authority of school districts.
.

.

,

The school

board and administration is abrid~ing individual rights when it
i
'attempts to dictate how an indivi~ual can choose to appear.
In'the local codes for the ~chool year 1972-73, most dress
i

code regulations avoid the trivia] details included in the codes
I

quoted from 19,71-72.

As mentione~ earlier, only three of the
i

twenty-two codes for the school y~ar
1972-73 were more restrictive
,
,

than the model drafted by the Starl,e Board of Education.

The

I

majo'rity t.ended to, be open on dress and grooming standards as long
I

i

as the students appearance did not disrupt the educational process
or atmosphere

~f

the school.

The Josephine County code"more restrictive than the state

model, reads in part:

.
I
:
I

i

I'

,I

I

,

Suggested types of clothing acceptable in J'osephine
County Schools are slacks, dress,es, pant suits, skirts

and sweaters for girls. Clean, neat trousers with
shirts or sweaters is considered suitable for boys.
Examples of clothing unacceptable for girls are
shorts (above mid-thigh) hot pants, bathing suits,
halters, and other revealing clothing. Sleeveless
shirts, shorts (above mid-thigh), shoes or boots
with nails or cleats, are not suitable for boys.
88

Burnt Riv'er High School, Burnt River Guide, p. S.,
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(These suggestions are not meant to be all inclusive,
89
but only to provide guidelines for students and parents.)
The guidelines in this code are not mandatory but suggestions
un how students of Josephine County public schools should appear
while at school.

The 1971-72 codes quoted contained mandatory

grooming and dress standards.

Whether or not a school district

can suggest student appearance is not dealt with in the Minimum
St.andards.

As with Reynolds School policies on student demon

strations, here is another area of conduct codes that the State
Board should clarify, otherwise a court contest could materialize
if the suggestions were treated as mandatory rules.
Another school held that "Unshaven appearance for boys is
not acceptable" and lIHair must not be excessive in length and
must be groomed".

This code for Jefferson High School also.

stated that HViolations of the' appearance code ,dll be handled
by the administration or student council"

90

Not only was the preceding code vague in using terms such
as "unshaven" and lIexcessive in length" but it failed to mention
whether the "excessive in length" was meant for male or female
students.

Codes such as the preceding one are the types that

I

I
I

i·

were ruled arbitrary or unconstitutional by court decisions, and
are the type the Oregon Board of Education sought to eliminate
by requiring local school boards to adopt student discipline codes
89 J osep
'
h'~ne County ~c
~ h 00_1 D'~str~ct,
.
M"ln~mum S
. tan dar d s f or
"§'!:.~4..::.;}.!_~.2l1dttct
(August, 1972), pp. 3-4.
9(;

Jefferson High School, Jefferson Oregon, Personal Ap
oearance
Code •
...._--------
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that were more in line with the State Board models.
since the models

wer~

However,

just that, it can be seen that not all

districts chose to be as specific or open as the state implied.
Most appearance codes for the school year 1972-73 were
more in line with. state suggested models as can be seen by
reading through several' examples.
:!
.
One of these

cod~s

in it's .entirety follows:

Dress and Groom~ng:
Rationale:
An adequate learning climate in the schools is im
portant to the satisfactory progress of students.
This fact places major emphasis upon developing an
environment where the teaching-learning process will
flourish with as few hinderances as ~ossible.

Dress or grooming whether in school pr out is basically
the responsibility of the students and his parents.
When dress and grooming disrupts or interferes with the
learning process for the individual student and/or other
students, or endangers the health and safety of members
of the school community, it becomes a disciplinary matter.
Regulations:
1. Dress and grooming ·shal1 be in keeping with health,
sanitary, and safety practices •
. 2. When a student is participating· 'in school activities,
his dress and grooming shall not disrupt the performance
or constitute a health threat to the individual or other
students.
3. . Dress and grooming standards may be established
.by school authorities as a requirement f9r participation
in the school activity programs.
4. Any attire which has as it's 'intent the advertise
ment or promotion of anything illegal or immoral or shows
disrespect towards the flag or law will not be tolerated.
5. Dress and grooming that disrupts thr teaching
learning process shall not be ~ermitted.9
91

Scappoose School District No. 1J', Student Conduct Code
(December, 1972), page '3.
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This code could be said to be non-restrictive and in keeping
with the spirit of court decisions related to appearance codes,
yet at the same time the section of the code prohibiting specific
types of attire is res·trictive of the rights. of free expressiort
through symbolic speech.

The burden of pr'oof lies with the school

district when a form of expression' is abridged.

No reasons are

included in the code that would indicate this type of attire would
be any disruptive of the educational atmosphere than other types.
Other than that rule, the overall appearance code allows for
student freedom in choosing how they wish to dress. and groom.
Another school district chose to adopt the state model word
for word except for the last two responsibility statements..

In

rephrasing state model paragraph number'3(c), Forest Grove Public
Schools stated that "Bizarre or immodest dress .·and grooming shall
not disrupt the teaching-learning process".

Section 3(d) of the

state model was changed completely to "The student shall comply
with the written rules and regulations applying to his or her
. school", thus leaving it open for variations at a more localized
.
92
level then the school district.
Again, here is a point on which
the State Board guidelines are
:.
I

we~k.

If individual schools can

. . draft their own conduct codes what purpose is
trict cO'de?

serve~

by the dis-

The State Board of .Education would have to examine

each school code to make sure all students were covered by codes
in line

~v.ith

92

the state guidelines.

.
Grove Public Schools, Student Conduct and Discipline
(January, 1972), section 5002. :
Fore~t
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The following code from Gaston Public Schools closely resem
bles the state model in the conditions·description but is altered
in the state guidelines as follows:

B.

Guidelines
(1) Right: Student dress and grooming is the
responsibility of the individual and his parents
under the following guidelines:
(2)

,.'

Responsibilities:
(a) Dress and grooming shall be clean and in
keeping with health, sanitary, and safety
practices •.
(b) ~len a student is participating in
special activities, his dress and grooming
shall not disrupt the performance or con
stitute a health threat to the individual
or other students.
(c) Provisions for dress and grooming
should arise directly out of the needs of the
activity.
(d) Dress' and grooming shall not be such
as to disrupt the teaching-learning process. 93
.

.

This code and the preceding'were patterned ·on the state models
with major noticeable changes being the rewording of statements so
that students receiving copies of the codes could understand what
rules applied to them.
Larger school districts show the most variation from the state
models. . Take for example Portland School Dis trict:

i.
I

II
I

I

Student Dress and Grooming
The responsibility for the dress and grooming of a
student rests primarily with the student and his or her
parents or guardians. Ordinarily, a student's dress
or grooming shall not affect his or her participation
in school classes or programs or in school related
activities. If, however, the dress or grooming of a

93 School District No. 511J, Standards for Student Conduct,
Diss:iB1ine, and Attendance (1972), pp. 2-3.
I

•

",~

r'
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student disrupts the educational climate or process
or is unclean or a threat to the health or safety
of the student or any other person, the school
has a legitimate concern and may require the
04
student to change his or her dress or grooming.~
Or the following from North Clackamas School District:
Dress and Grooming
Dress and grooming of the student rests primarily
with the student and his parents. Participation
in class or class related activities shall not be
affected by a student's appearance except when his
appearance does, in fact, disrupt the educational
process or constitute a threat to health or safety.
Students participating in voluntary extra-curricular
activities shall conform with the regulations govern
ing the various activities. 95
These two codes maintain the same intent as the model or the
three codes patterned directly on the model, but they have done so
without any substantive change from the court cases cited in Chapter
II.

The majority of appearance codes for the school year 1972-73

appe,ar to allow the students to attend school in any garb they
choose .. However, a few school districts have held to codes more
characteristic of the past and have faced challenges by students
and parents as well as court decisions invalidating their codes.
, For' 'the las t several years, the courts of Oregon and the
Unit~d

States have been ruling on dress and grooming codes.

The

number of these cases should diminish in Oregon as more school
districts comply with the State Board of Education standards.
94Portland Public Schools, Student Rights and

~esponsibilities,

p. 8.

95North Clackamas School District No. 12, Student Conduct
~Piscipline Code, pp. 5-12 •
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Until the timt:! that all schools allow students to groom as they
choose~

the courts will be called upon to settle the differences.

For the most part, it appears as though the "great hair hassle"
has subsided.
III.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE

American citizens are protected against unreasonable
searches and seizures by the Fourth Amendment to the United States
Constitution.

Also, according to that amendment, a search or

seizure must be authorized by a magistrate following sworn testi
mony stating probable cause to believe that illegal material or
.activities are at the location to be searched.
II,

As shown in Chapter

these protections do not apply to public school lockers.

The State Board's model reflects this same
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philosophy~

The model reads as follows:
Search and Seizure.- Model Code
Condition Description
The Board seeks to create a climate in the schools
which assures the safety and welfare of all. Equipment,
such as lockers belongs to the school district, and
"students ll are allowed to use this equipment as a con
venience. The schools may insist that lockers are to be
properly cared for and not used for the storage of il
legal i terns. .
I

I

Guidelines:
(1) Right: At the time of locker assignment or
registration, students will be informed of the condi
tions of use governing the locker.
96Courts and school district define school lockers as being
the property of, the school~ thus allowing. them to be searched by
the principal or h1.s designate as they desire.
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(2) Students may be assured that the rights of the
individual shall always be balanced with the needs of
the school. In a search and seizure situation, the
following procedures shall be followed:
a. A search of a student's person should be
limited to a situation where there is probable
cause that the student is secreting evidence
of an illegal act or school violation.
b. Illegal items (firearms,weapons etc.) or
other possessions reasonably determined by the
proper school a'l,tthorities to be a threat to the
safety or security of the possessor or others
may be seized by school officials.
c. Items which may be used to disrupt or inter
fere with the educational process may be tem
porarily removed from the students possession.
d. A general inspection of school properties
including, but not limited to lockers or desks
may be conducted on as regular basis. Items
belonging to the school may be seized.
e. All items seized shall be returned to the
proper authorities or the true owner.
f.
student shall be given the opportunity
to be present when a search of personal pos
session is conducted, if he is in attendance
and if there is no reason to believe that
his presence would endanger his health and
safety.97

The

As can be seen by comparison, this model conforms to the

judicial decisions discussed earlier (see Chapter II).

The State

Board of Education chose to go no further than the courts have
required them to go in applying the Bill of Rights to public
school students •. ' The Fourth Amendment, which makes no reference
to criminal proceedings, has been held to protect citizens from
i'

gr)vernmcnt searches as ordinary as health and safety inspections 98
but it is held not.to apply to the lockers used by public school
97Minimum Standards, p. 9.
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s.

98ca~ra v. Municipal Court of City and County of San Francisco,
Ct. 1727 (1967).
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students.

The courts have continued to define the Fourth Amendment

as not protecting school lockers, even though school locker sear.ches
frequently result in a student being charged with a crime or delin
quent act.
,Before the state guidelines were drafted, the local districts
appeared to have been more in line with the court decisions regarding
search and seizure than they were with those decisions regarding
free speech.

Of eighteen codes for the school year 1971....72, eight

school districts had search and seizure policies stat:i.ng that the
locker VIas the property of the school and coul'd be searched by
authorities regularly or if it be suspected that illegal material
is being concealed.
One school, after informing the students of rental fees and
the necessity of keeping. combinations to oneself, explained:
Students are· reminded that lockers remain the property
of the school district and may be opened by school author
ities at any time when there is sufficient reason to sus
pect stolen property or when the safety and welfare of
other students may be involved. 99
Another school took a similar position in its rule regulating
the use of lockers:
Lockers are available to students and are assigned
at the beginning of the.school year. The school
assumes no responsibility for the safeguards of ar
ticles left in lockers. The lockers are not designed
for maximum security. In the past some lockers,have
been entered illegally. Students are urged not to
place valuable items in lockers for safekeeping.
I.ockers are the property of the school district

990r~gon City Senior High School, Pioneer's Guide, p. 7.
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and under the direct control and supervision of the
administration of the district. Students are allowed
the use of the lockers under certain conditions which
include:
A. The administration of the district may j.nspect
lockers at any time for the following reasons:
1. To look for lost and stolen library and
text books or school equipment and supplies.
2. To remove health hazards.
3. To check for necessary repairs.
4. To confiscate illegal items.
B. No person shall place in a locker any of the
following:
1. Stolen property.
2. Intoxicants or tobacco.
3. Any item threatening the h~alth or welfare
of occupants of the building.
100
4. Any item the possession of which is unlawful.
o

Still another school district held that "No student lockers in
or on district property shall be considered to be private lockers",

,

i
01
1

thus allowing for the school officials to search the lockers and
their contents whenever deemed necessary.

This district held that

the lockers, though used by students to protect belongings from
classmates, were at all times."subject to control of the district
o

and inspection at any time by any agents of the district".
These three 1971-72 school locker codes

wer~

101

influenced by

court decisions regarding high school lockers for they all state
clearly that the school never relinquishes it's control over the
1

0

locker.

The manner in which school locker cases have been dealt

with has resulted in cpdes that do llot employ such phrases of
I

constitutional law as "probable cause" or

"reaso~ble

seizure".

!.
!

100Burnt River High School. Burnt River Guide, pp. 6-7.
101Medford School District No. 549, Medford High Handbook,
pp. 10-11.
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The philosophy represented in the previous phrases has been ruled
as unnecessary when dealing with school ·lockers because they remain
under control of the school.

Thus, none of the search and seizure

codes from 1971-72 allowed for the types of protections stipulated
in the Fourth Amendment.
In turning to the search and seizure codes for the 1972-73 ,

school year, eighteen of twenty-two had search and seizure
tions.

regul~-

Of these, only one was significantly different from the

state model code.
"school

l~ckers

The one school district that varied, stated that

are provided for the convenience of students and

shall be under the control of the school administrati,on".

It also

held that "Lockers may be opened at the discretion of the building
administrator in a prudent way, at .appropriate
reasonable manner".

102

~ime,

and in a

This code, though brief, informs the

students of the conditions of locker usage so that they cannot
plead ignorance of the

r~gulation

when the victim of a search.

The code. meets the State Board's requirements; however, in doing
..so, it employs .vague terms such as t'prudent ll •

The person who

wrote the code would be the only person sure of what was meant by
that term.
The other seventeen codes containing search and seizure reg
u1ations either adopted the model entirely or made slight a1tera
tions to fit their particular situation.

For example, one district

changed section (2) (e) of the state model to "All items seized
l02Saiem School District No. 24J, Guidelines for Student
Conduct (October, 1970), p •.6.
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mayor may not be returned to the true owner. their parent or guar
d ian, or b e p I ace d

. h

w~t

t

h e proper aut h or~t~es
. . ,,103
.

Th e way th'~s

code was rewritten, the officials of Sweet Home Schools could keep
whatever they took from student. lockers.

Unclear statements such

as the above quotation make it nearly impossible to determife ,,]hat
will be done as a result of the search.

The llmay or may

nOf

be

returned" statement, unless clarified, could result in a court
test of the cust.odial powers over seized material.
The Clatsop and Tillamook County School District changed
that same section to "All items seized shall be delivered to the
proper authorities or the true ownersll.
resulted in a clear

s~atement

104

This code revision

and not the uncertainties of the

Sweet Home code.
The Gold Beach School District did not specify what would be
dane with the seized material, but stated clearly that liThe building
principal shall be the custodian of all seized property!! 105
Section 2 (f) of the state model, which stated that

II

students

shall be given the opportunity to be present when a search of per
sonal possessions is conducted'.', was deleted from five districts I

I

p.

'.,

I03Sweet Home School District No. 55, Student Conduct Code,

J.

104
~pts

Clatsop County and Tillamook County Schools, Student
and Responsibilitie~ (1972), p. 7.

l05 Gold Beach High School, Student Conduct Code
1972), p. 8.

(August,
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student conduct codes.

106

No reason is evident .other than officials

seek to conduct searches under a cloak of secrecy without any hin
d~ances

from the students.

As was found in the court decisions dealing with the fi8arch
of lockers, the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution
does not apply.

In fulfilling their legislated duties to maintain

orde.r, the public school dis tricts need no t follow the provisions
f the Fourth Amendment even though criminal prosecution may follow

the regular searches and seizures.

In the flag salute case Barr.!-ette,

Justice Jackson held that the Bill of Rights was designed to protect
citizens against "creatures" of the state, including public school
districts.

In In Re Gault, Justice Fortas held that the Bill of

Rigb ts was no t mean t to apply to "adul ts alone".'

In Tinker v. Des

Hoines, the majority of the Court held that "neither students nor
teachers shed their constitutional rights at the schoolhouse gate",
If in these related cases the amendwents known as the Bill of Rights
extend inside the school, why is the Fourth Amendment excluded?
Is the thre"!.t of disruption so severe that school authorities should
be excluded

f~om

having to follow the constitutional procedures

law enforcement officials follow when dealing with citizens out of
l06North Clackamas School District No. 12, Student Conduct
and DiscipliIte Code,
. Reynolds School Dis tric t No.. 7, Pupil Personnel Policy,
Gaston Sehool District No. 511J, Standards for Student
Conduct, DisciPline _~E-~ttendance •.
Scappoose School District No. lJ, Student Conduct Code.
(1972).

Lake Oswego School District No.7, Pupil Personnel Policy,

~.,
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school?

Perhaps these questions will receive answers more in line

with the scholastic application of the First Amendment in the
years ahead but as of now, the court decisions and the Minimum
Standards for Student Conduct and Discipline haVe set the defini":
tion of the Fourth Amendment so as not to cover school locker
search~s

.

IV.

DUE PROCESS

Due process, or as labeled in the Minimum Standards for
Student Conduct and Discipline, "Procedures" is the area of student
rights in which the State Board of Education specifically listed
the procedures ·,to be followed by the local boards. In examining
the conduct codes for the school year 1971-72, ten of eighteen
made reference to the procedures and purposes of suspension and
expulsions.

Some of these were very brief in length and sketchy

in detail.
. One of these brief statements reads:
Repeated violations of rules and violations of
serious nature can result in suspension from school.
Suspension is dictated by the administration only
after serious consideration. Should a student be
suspended two times during the school year, . the
School Board will be asked to expel- the student
for any following violation. The real purpose of
suspension is to create. a background for expulsion
and for protection of the other students and the
rules governing this school. I07
The previous code states no procedures, no privileges of the
l07Pine-Eagle School District No. 61, Pine·-Eagle Student
Parent Handbook (1971), p. 31.

.I
I
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student, nor the specific roles of the school officials in the sus
pending actions.

This code, from Pine-Eagle High School, would not

meet the requirements of the Minimum Standards as enacted by the
State Board of Education.

This same pattern, penalties but no

procedures, was found in four other handbooks from the 1971-72
school year.
The other five districts explained suspension and/or expulsion
and the procedures that lead to the application of the penalties.
~vo.districts,

Salem Public Schools and Eugene Public Schools,

briefly stated the procedures a student scheduled for a suspension
is guaranteed.

These procedures included:

Notice of infractions,

format 'of the hearing, and method used to notify the student and the
parents of the decision of the hearing officer.

108

The other districts were very specific about the procedures
to be followed for both suspensions and expulsions.

The three,

Port.1and, David Douglas, and Nor.th Clackamas, were basically the
same.

The following is the suspension procedure for one of the

. dis tric ts :

I
I!

Suspension
Suspension temporarily removes from a
student the privilege of attending school, school ac
tivities, or being on school premises. Absences due
to'suspension are unexcused. Ordinarily a suspension
vTill not exceed five school days, but in special cir
cumstances, a suspension may be extended until some
specific pending action occurs 3uch as a court hearing,
an expulsion hearing, or a review by a probation officer.
Suspensions are made by the principal, or vice-principal

108

Salem School District.No. 24J s Guidelines for Student Conduct,

p. 3.

Eugene School District No. 4J;
(1968), section 8.42.

"
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Policies
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wi th the approval of the principal.
a. The student is informed he is suspended, given
the reason (or reasons) for the action, the time the
suspension will start and the length of the suspension.
b. The parents are notified by telephone (if pos
sible) of the suspension and the reasons for the action.
c. A letter is mailed to the parents stating the
specific reasons for, and the length of, the suspension.
The letter will also request the parents to contact the
school for an appointment for a re-admiss:i;on con
ference with the administrator and the st~dent.
d. During the conference the student's 'records ,,]ill
be reviewed in efforts to ,determine steps that need to
be taken by the school, the student, and the parents
to insure success. 109
Portland and North Clackamas varied in wording and certain
details. but the same philosophy guided the policy.

These three

districts, in fact, adopted these codes in conjunction with the
state guidelines that were being considered for adoption the
following school year, and are the same suspension codes as
were in effect in 1972-73:
The same reason was behind the expulsion proceedings adopted
in these three local districts.

The procedures for expulsion in

North Clackamas are:
Expulsion is the termination of the student's right
to attend school and school activities for a substan
tial period of time not to exceed the current semes
ter. The student shall be suspended by the principal
pending possible expulsion to protect the \velfare of
the students, the faculty, and to protect school
property.
When serious discipline of a student (expulsion or
suspension for more than ten days) is contemplated,
he should be permitted to have a hearing aS'described
l09 Dav~. d D
ougIasS chID'
00.
~strict No. 40 ,Student Rights and
Responsibilities.
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below unless he and his parents or guardian waive
this right.
The procedures below shall be followed in the
hearing. If the hearing right is waived by the
student, only steps A, B, G, H, and I shall be
followed.

A. A written statement of charges and date,
time and place of the hearing shall be furnished
the student and his parents or guardian by cer
tified mail, return receipt requested, at least
five days prior to the date of the hearing.
B. The superintendent or his designated authority
shall act as the hearing or review officer and shall
maintain control over and conduct the hearing or re
view.
C. The student shall be permitted to inspect in
advance of such hearing any affidavits or exhibits
which the school intends to submit at the hearing.
D. The student shall be permitted to have coun
sel present at the hearing to advise him. The
counsel may be an attorney, parent or guardian.
E. The student shall be afforded the right to
present his version as to charges and to make such
showing by way of affidavits, exhibits and witnesses.
The school shall have the right to question any wit
nesses presented by the student and shall assist the
student in obtaining requested witnesses.
F. The student shall be permitted to hear the evi
dence presented against him and he or his counsel may
question at the hearing any witness who gives evidence
against him. However, this does not mean that the
same forma.lities as a criminal hearing need be ob
served.
G. The hearing officer shall determine the facts
of each case solely on the evidence presented at the hear
ing. He shall submit to the district board his findings,
as to the facts and whether or not the student charged is
guilty of the conduct alleged and his decision of dis
ciplinary action, i f any, .:l.ncluding the duration of any
expUlsion. The above decision shall be made within five
days of the hearing and copies thereof shall be made avail
able in identical form and at the same time to the school
boa:cd, the student and his parents.
H. The school shall make a complete tape recording of
the hearing. .
1.
The school board may review the decision of the
her~ring officer and may affirm, modj.fy, or reverse his

97
·
110
dec i Sl.on.

In comparing this code and the Portland and David Douglas
codes to the suggestions made by judges in Madera v. Board of
'Education, Vought v. VanBuren Public Schools as to how disciplinary
hearings should be c'onducted, it is discovered that all the judi
.cia1 suggestions are incorporated plus more.

For example, the

courts held that counsel need not be present since expulsion
proceedings do not result in'a criminal type of punishment.
Breaking of school rules is genera11y,not considered a crime.
Thus, these school districts went further .than required in a1-
lowing for assistance of counsel.

In meeting the forthcoming

requirements of the Oregon Board of Education, David

Doug1as~

North Clackamas and Portland schools were more than fulfilling
the definitions developed by courts across the nation.
The three suspension and expulsion codes from 1971-72
not only meet the requirements of the Minimum Standards for
Student Conduct and .Discip1ine, they correspond procedurally
quite accurately to the state models.

For 1972-73, nineteen

of twenty-two codes went through.detailed suspension and ex
pulsion procedures quite similar to' those codes previously
listed.

These nineteen codes all satisfy the standards pros

cribed by the Oregon State 'Board of Education.

The manner

in which the codes is published for dis·tribution varies from
school to school; quite often the format employed by the local
110North Clackamas School District No. 12, Student Dis
cipline (September, 1971).

t. ' 1:..,
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district is much briefer than the state model.

The apparent

reason for this is the excessive wordiness of the state model.
Also, the grouping of suspension and expulsion procedures
into one model code is different than the organization followed
by the local districts which generally chose to print separate
codes for the two disciplinary actions.
The state model code for "Discipline-Suspension-ExpulsionSerious Student Hisconduct" is as follows:
Condition Description
(1) All students in our schools deserve reasonable
safeguards in the consideration of all matters affecting
their school life. Careful attention must be given to
procedures and methods whereby fairness and consistency
in discipline shall be assured each student.
.
(2) Special problems confront administrators and
teachers in conducting schooling prpgrams free from
disruption and free from kinds of distracting behavior
which impede the learning of any student. School of
ficials may find it necessary occasionally to discipline
a student or even to remove the student from the for
mal learning environment for a period of time.
(3) Teachers and administrators need discretionary
powers in invoking disciplinary actions and procedures,
and in maintaining a climate. conducive to learning and
protection of life and property.
(4) School disciplinary actions are civil, not
criminal matters. Schools must clarify r~ghts and
procedures that assure fair treatment for each student
in a learning environment.
Guidelines
(I) Rights:
(a) Fair treatment for each student shall be such
as to protect them from arbitrary and unre~sonable
deci.sions.
(b) All decisions affecting students shall be based
on careful and reasoned investigation of the facts
and the consistent ayplication of rules and regula
tions.
(c) All students shall be apprised of the school
. rules and procedures by which schools are governed
and the processes by which discipline may be involved.

,!
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(2)

Responsibilities:
(a) Students shall comply ~vith the rules for
government of schools, pursue the prescribed
course of study, and shall submit to the law
ful authority of teachers or school officials.
(b) The follmvi~g type of conduct shall make
'the student liabl]e for discipline, suspension,
expulsion:
,
"
1. Disrupti:qn of school - Any conduct that
substantia11y disrupts a school function or
is likely t~ is forbidden.
2. Damage qt Destruction of School Property
A student sti$ll not cause or attempt to cause
damage to sd~ool property or steal or attempt
to steal sctieol property.
3. Damage ~t Destruction of Private Property 
A student sh~ll not cause or attempt to
cause damage to private property or steal or
attempt to steal private property either on
the school grounds, or during a school ac
tivity, function, or school event off school
grounds.
4. Threats 'or as;ault on a school employee,
another student, Or other person not employed
by the school - weapons and dangerous in
struments - A student shall not intentionally
do bodily i~Jury to any person, or threaten
,any person, ,or knowingly possess, handle, or
transmit any' object that can reasonably be
considered a weapon:
a. On the ~chool grounds during and im
mediately before or immediately after school
hours,
b. On the school grounds at any other time
when the sch~ol is being used. by a school
group, or
c. Off the·pchool grounds at any ~chool
activity, ftlliction, or event.
5. Narcotiq~, Alcoholic Beverages, and Drugs 
A student s~~ll not knowingly possess, use,
transmit, ot, be under the influence of any nar-
cotic drug, 'hallucinogenic drug, amphetamine,
barbitur.ate~ marijuana, alcoholic beverage, or
intoxicant of any kind:
a. On the school grounds,
b. Off the.school grounds at a school activity,
function, or event.
Use of a drug authorized by a medical prescrip
tion from a ,registered physician for use during
scb,ool hours shall not be considered a violation
of this rule.

=
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(3)

6. Other Violations - A student shall not
repeatedly fail to comply ~vith directions of
teachers, or other authorized school personnel
during any period of time when he or she is
properly under the authority of the school.
Students who do not respond to guidance or
minor discipline, or are consistently at odds
with school discipline. must accept the con-
sequences of such action. Hi1lful disobediance,
open defiance of a teacher's authority, or the
repeated use of profane or obscene language
or gestures is also sufficient cause for dis
cipline, suspension, or expulsion from school.
Rights:
(8) Definitions:
1. Summary Discipline Procedures - Discipline
. for a minor infraction may be handled without
going through all the steps of formal procedure.
In all cases, a 'vritten record shall be main
tained in the student's record.
2. Out-of-Schoo1 Suspension - is defined as one
of the following.
a. A temporary exclusion from school for a
period not to exceed seven days.
b. Exclusion in cases being investigated
pending expulsion.
c. In special circumstances a. suspension may
be continued until some specific pending action
occurs such as a physical or mental examina.tion
or incarceration by court action.
d. After investigation and recommended expul
sion by the administration until the Board of
Directors has taken official action.
3. In~Schoo1 Suspension - is defined as sus
pension of refractory students from class at
tendance (not to exceed one day) in which the
student may choose to perform work in and
around school as a penalty.
4. Expulsion - is defined as release of a student
from school attendance for no longer than the
current term or semester.
(b) Hearing the Accuser: .
1. Staff Complaints - students hou1d hear
directly from the teacher or the staff mem
ber the specific complaints or descriptions
of unacceptable beha:17ior \,lhere the student so
desires.
2. Student Complaints - it is recognized that a
school officLal as a public officer shall not be
-exa.mined as to connnunications made to him in
official confidence, when the public interest
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would suffer by such disclosures. For this
reason, in recognition of the special jeopar
dy in ",hich the student witnesses may be
placed, and the possible traumatic effects of
adversary proceedings conducted by attorneys,
police officers, or court officials, the com
. plaining student may not be required to face
the accused, nor have his identity revealed.
However, the administrator or other official
conducting an investigation is under special
obligation to assure careful and cautious in
vestigation of all relevant facts and testimony.
When it is determined that the student ought not
face the accused, the school officials then be
comes the official complainant.
(c) Suspension Procedures - The student should have
notice of charge(s) in such terms as will permit
him to change his course of conduct, or afford
him an opportunity to defend his right to engage
in the conduct, or show that he is innocent of
the conduct charge.
.
In suspending students:
·1. The student is informed of the charge, in
cluding the specific acts that support the
charge, and that he is suspended. In out-of
school suspensions, the students may be sent
home for no longer than a seven day period.
2. The parents or guardians are notified
by telephone whenever possible of the sus~
pension,-and the reasons for the action.
When parents cannot be contacted, the decision
to send the student home, to allow him to
remain on school premises, or refer him to
the proper authorities must be made with
consideration ~f that studentls age, maturity,
and the nature of the misconduct that caused
the suspension.
3. A letter is mailed to the parents or guar
dians with a copy to the appropriate superiR
tendent, stating the time, date, the charge, and
the specific acts that support the charge(s), for
the suspension, with procedures to be followed
by the student and his parents or guardians
for reinstatement.
4. The parents or guardians may request and
be given a cnnference with the building prin
cipal.
5. School district board shall provide students
suspended under emergency· conditions with the
same suspension procedures as soon as the emer
gency condition has passed. These procedures
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may be postponed in emergency situations re
lating to health and safety. Emergency
situations shall be limited to those in
stances where there is' a serious risk that
substantial harm will occur if suspension
does not take place immediately.
(d)' Expulsion Procedures
1. A school district board or hearings of
fi'cer shall not expel a student \Vi thout a
hearing, unless he and his parents or guar
dian waive, in writing, the right to a
hearing. By waiving the right to a hearing,
the student and his parent agree to abide
by the lawful findings of the hearing or
review officer. Expulsion hearings shall
contain provision for the following:
a. The student is notified in writing of
the specific charge or charges, when and
where the hearing will take place, and his
right to a representative.
b. A notice shall also be sent to the parent
or guardian by certified mail and also by
regular mail, citing the charge or charges, and
the specific,acts that support the charge or
charges. The notice shall state a recommen
dation of either expulsion or suspension pending
investigation for possible expulsion, when a
hearing will take place, and his (or their)
right to representation. This notice shall be
mailed at least seven (7) days prior to the
hearing.
c. Unless otherwise provided by the district
school board, the executive officer of the
school district,' or his designated represen
tative, shall act as the hearing or review of
ficer and shall maintain control over and
conduct the hearing or review. In case of
foreign language differences, or other serious
communication handicaps, the hearing officer
shall provide a translator.
d. The student shall be permitted to have a
representative present at the hearing to advise
him; The representative may be an attorney,
parent, or guardian.
e. The student shall be afforded the right
to present his version as to charges and to make
such showing by way of oral testimony, affidavits,
or exhibits.
f. The student shall be permitted to hear the
evidence presented against him.

g. The hearing officer shall determine the facts
of each case on the evidence presented at the

I
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. heari~g. This. may include the relevant past
history and records of the student. He shall
submi t to the Board his find1.ngs as to the
factR and whether or not the pupil charged
is guilty of the conduct alleged, and his
. decision of disciplinary action~ if any,
including the duration. of any expulsion.
The above decision shall be made available
in id'entical form and at the same time to
the Board and the student and his parents.
h. Strict rules of evidence shall not apply
to the proceedings '. However, this provision
shc~ll not limit the hearing officer's control
of the hearing.
i. The hearing officer or the accused may
make a record of the hearing.
j. The local district board shall review the
decision of the hearing officer and may affirm,
modify, or reverse his decision •. '
k. Expulsions shall.not extend beIond the end
o£ the current term or semester. ll
I

I.

As can be seen, the state model is very long; as mentioned
previously,

rr~ny

school districts chose not to be ·so lengthy in

explaining the rights of due process guaranteed students.

In

being briefer, most still maintained explanatioh of procedures
to be adhered to in disciplinary actions.
However, not all codes for 1972-73 meet these standards;
'take for example the code from Hillsboro High School District which

reads as follows:
Suspension: This is a temporary denial of the privilege.
of attending school. This actic)l may be taken hy any
building administrator as a result of an infract jon of school
policy or misbehavior. S.tudents will normally 'be suspended
for a specified period of time and re-admitted only after a
parent conference. Students are not to be on or around the
campus of any schY~1 during the period of time they are
under suspension.

11~il1imum Standards, pp. 13·-iL7.
112R{11sboro High School District No. 3J t Student Conduct
Code (September, 1971), p. 3.

,I
t'

This suspension code fails to specify that the student must
be notified of charges, allowed to defend his or her actions, and
be informed of the maximum length of the suspension.

Also? the

statement that the student may not "be on or around the campus
of any school" is vague and could be interpreted as anything from
a nearby college to a high school in the next county.

Vague

codes such as this would hopefully have disappeared after im
plementat:i.on of the State Board's Standards, but it appears
that they have not.
The same district had the following rules for expulsion
proceedings:
Expulsion: This means the permanent removal of a
student from attendance at a school or school activities
for the remainder of the current school semester, with loss
of graduation credit for that semester. This action will
be taken only in the case of an extremely serious offense,
or an accumulation of problems over a period of time.
When expulsion of a student is recommended by the adminis
tration, that student will be suspended from atteIldance.
The. Superintendent will review the circumstances of the
eA--pulsion and receive any pertinent information. A
hearing before the board of education will be scheduled
if either the parents or Superintendent so request. The
circumstances resulting in the recommended e).'1lulsion will
be reviewed by the board at the hearing and & dispOSition
made. The student involved and his pare.nts will be notified
in "117riting of the time and place and the circumstances which
have resulted in the recommended expulsion, and will have
the opportunity to appear or be represented. 113
Again, Hillsboro school officials have been lax in incor
poratj_ng the disciplinary procednres as recommended by the State
Board of Education.

In the expUlsion code, they WAde no mention

: I

~"',

.. -tt ,".,

)'~.)g?
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of the student's right for presentation of his version, student
hea.ring of evidence against him, access to recordi!l.gs of the
hearing, and who the student's representative could be.

Phil

osophically, the Hillsboro code is in line with the state
standards.

However, when

e~amination

of the code is careful,

the specific variations are' clear.
All of the codes

exa~ined

for the 1972-73 school year in

cluded information on proceaures to be follo't-7ed in suspension
or expulsion hearings or actions, unfortunately not all were
as complete as the state model implied.

Still though, most of

Oregon's high school, students are given the opportunity to know
the r:tghts and privileges they can employ while at school, or
as a result of going to school.

Fair procedures in school

disciplinary matters are more pronounced in 1972-73 than they
were in 1971-72.

If this trend continues under the auspices

of the Oregon Board of Education or the state and national-courts,
specifieal1y detailed
be

~

fact in all of

proceP~res

Oregon'~

for'disciplinary hearings' shall

public school districts.
V.

CONCLUSION

In the years since 1971, most'of Oregon's school districts
have adopted codes clarifying the rights and privileges that stu
dents are guaranteed but have not always been aware of having.
Most of the court decisions involving student rights were argued
afteT 1966.

From that year until 1972, most school districts in

Oregon had no specific regulations on student conduct.

As a
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result of those' court decis;ions and the revising of the Oregon
state law covering school districts' disciplinary
State Board of Education took action through the

powers~
Or~gon

traUve Rules '(as published in Minimum Standar4.::»
this situation.

the

Adminis

that altered

Today high school students, in fact public

school students at all grade levels, are allowed to exercise
and employ theL.- rights of American citizenship while at school.
This was not always the case ill the past, when due to a lack of
'vritten policy, administratfive decisions were often. quite ar
bitrary.

There is still the question of whether the students

kn.ow and understand the policies presented them; but this remains
a function to be considered! by the local districts or schools.
Oregon public school students now> more than ever before, are
guaranteed treatment

simila~

a citizen outside of school.

The

Bill of Rights, being applied in the high school, is near total
realization.

The only majo}:' exception to total realization is

the scholastic distortion of the Fourth Amendment.

Hopefully,

in the near future, the Fourth Amendment protections against
unreasonable searches and seizures shall also apply in public
,

.

schouls.

When that is

real~zed,

high school students, middle

school students, and elemell;tary school students shall be al
I

lowed to u1:ilize all. the gUflrantees of civil liberty expressed
in the Bill of Ri.ghts of the United States.

'.';

CHAPTER IV

STUDENT

MlD

ADMINISTRATOR ATTITUDES ON STUDENT RIGHTS

Court decisions of recent years have defined the Bill of Rights
as guarante.eing the rights of young Americans while they are in
school.

Oregon state law and Or.egon Board of Education rules re

quire seho01 districts to adopt and distribute student rights and
responsibilities codes that specifically list the rights which
students are guaranteed while at school.

However, these develop

ments may not be as meaningful as they appear) unless the spirit
of these rights is accepted by the individuals affected.

If the

students who are guaranteed their rights and privileges do not
believe in them or have no knowledge of them, it may be possible
for the schools to oV(-orlook the use of those rights.

If ad

ministrators that make and enforce school rules do not have know
ledge or understanding of the rights and privileges of their
students, or more important, believe. in those rights, young
citizens·will be denied the use of privileges of citizenship.
To determine how persons in Oregon public high schools in
terpreted students rights, questionnaires

~lere

distributed to high
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sch.ool students and principals throughout the state.
The questions included on the questionnai.re

114

>;Clen~

primarily

lc,odeled after the court cases dealt with in Chapter II.

are the questions and the cases a.rte'r which they \-lere

Foll,)llinS

patterl\~d:

1 - SeT/eral students wore buttons to protest the
trial of a student activist who was accused of
helping a convicted criminal escape. The major-ity
I
of the students and faculty at the high school were
not sympathetic to the cause of the activists and
school officials, in an effort to avoid possible
cH,sturbancea, ordered the protestors to remove their
b~l ttons or' be suspende.d.
Did the student.s hav.;:, the
'eight to wear the buttons?
A yes ;-lng,7e,r vJould agree

a sirr-Dar case,

~.;rith

~urllside ~:~y'.?rs_.

the Circuit Court decision in

In

Burnside~,

the judge ruled

that the ,.;rearing of freedom buttons was protected by the free speech
cJ.<,.use of the First Amendment.
2 -. 1\.;1 editor of the school newspaper allowed an
anti-war e:~oup to place an anti-war aJ in the school
paper~ even though school policy forbade all types
of political advertisements. The paper had earlier
allo,qed an article on the draft and mode::-n army life
to appear without opposition from the offic:ials of the
school. However, the school officials refused to· al
lo"r the issue with tr,e ar.ti-war ad to be distributed.
Did the school offici.als have the authority115 to
censor the school newspaper?
111+ S
'
.' •
.
h'l.g.
h scnoo 1 s
' tuuent
quest~onna].res
were sent to t h 1rty-two
in January, 1972; of these, ten high schools returned completed ques
tionnaires. The student questionnaires circulated in February, 1973
were filled out by high school students in North Clackamas Sehool
District No. 12. In April, 1972 and April, 1973 questionnaires were
sent to forty high school princip'1ls; of the forty in 1972, eighteen
replied; of the forty in 1973, tv,renty replied.
T

115 "'1
..
1 pro bl ems
... le woro• autnorJ.ty ralS8Cl severa 1 d e f'1.n11:_]_Ona
in the minds of persons answering the question. The resulting
vagu2ness may invalidate the responses.
'
T '

•

1
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A no answer on this question agrees with the Court decision
in Zucker v. Panitz.
ficials

~muld

In Zucker, the judge held that .school of

have to had banned all political articles if they

w1.shed to ban the an ti-·war ad.
3 - At the public high school, there was a daily prac
tice of nun-denominational student prayer and classroom
bible reading. This exercise was led by a student over
the public address system. It was a voluntary practice
and those ~lho chose not to participate could remain
seated during the exercise. By having students par
ticipate, are the sclwol officials infringing upon
student rights'? .

This case was modeled after

~ington

v.

Sche~£.,

in which the

majority ruled that the school distri.ct was abridging individual
rights by establishing this daily religious exercise.

A yes an

swer would agree ,,,i th the Cour t opinion.
4 - Jack was arrested for possession of stolen
materials that were found in a locker at a bus depot.
The key to the bus depot locker was found in his
high school locker. The police had c.ause to believe
Jack was involved in a crime and received pe1~ission
to seareh .Ja.ck! s locker from the Principal. The
police searched the sc.hoollocker while Jack and the
l"rincipaJ. were present but without a warrant or Jack's
perndssion. Did the police have the authority to
se.arch the school locker under these circumstances?
A yes anst-1er ,,,ould be in accordance with the Kansas Supreme
Court decision in Stein v. Kansas.

In Stein, the Court upheld the

search since lockers are viewed as school property, not student
property.
5 .• A popular student was suspended for behavioral
reasons. At the bas ke tball game the fo llowing evening,
several dozen students staged a demonstration with the
purpose of having the student reinstated. The demon
s tru tors TN'ore tennis shoes so as not to damage the
pJayi.r:g floor. They staged their demonstri~tion during
half·-time. because there was no half-time activ:i.ty.
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The following day those demonstrators identified were
suspended. Were the studen,t rights to peaceably as
semble violated?
I'

This question is patterned' after the case of Barker v.

Ha.:~dway

in which the Court held that a student demonstration on the football

field at: half-time Vlas \vithin constitutional limitations.
ans,\'er 1.S

jon

A yes

acc:ordanc'e with; the Court decision.

6 .:.. 1\en was sllspended for repeatedly distributing
obscene literature at school. He had been suspended
twice previously for the samE! reason and was warned
that if he continued to violate school regulations
governing obscene literature, he would be expelled.
On a Hondayhis mother received notice of the ex
pUlsion hearing before the schqol board, to be held
:cext w81:"!k. Ben "las not allo\-Je.d an attorney or to
confron t witness~~8, bl',t he was allowed to give his
side. As a result, he ~as expelled :CI"om sch.::'ol.
Were Ben's rights to a ~air he.aring infringed upon?
. A yes. ans.wer is in agreement wi th the Court decision in
Vou~ht

v .... VanBuren Public

S~hools,

in which the judge wrote that

students fad:ng possible expulsion must be guaranteed basic elements

oft,.due process, including confran tation of witnesses.
7 - Following spri.ng break three girls returned
to school weari.ng levis~ despite the school dress
code that stated girls could only 'wear dresses,
skirts, or dress slacks .. They were told to return
home and not: come back to school until they met the
standards established b1 t.he dress code. Is the
dr"ess code aninfringem?nt
on the• girls rights of
I
free expression?

A yes
:!.:._·I'hUJ~!.:.9-'~.'

ans~<Je.r

is in ac¢ordance with the decision in Richards

which held that an individual's right to appear as

desired is guaranteed by

th~

Bill of Rights.

8 _. Duri.ng a pep nSi:>embly apr'l~oximately seventy
five s tude.nts began chanting IlLes€ : money for sports.
more for. acade.mic: subjects." The pep assembly had
co b..:"'. cut short snd all students ",el:e sent back to
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class. The students involved,in the demonstration
were suspended or restricted from participating in
school events, depending upon their past behavior.
Did they have a right to demonstrate'?
Applyi·ng the guidelines delineated by the Court in Barker
v. Hardway, the correc t answer to the. question is no.

The jucicial

guide.lines limit demonstrations to non-disruptive activities.

9 - H.e.phael was a member of the Brown Berets and
would distribute the Beret's Newspaper eVery week in the
school cafeteria during lunch. Issue filS had an article
that w'as critical of the local school system. School
officials, being fearful of the consequences of the
c1istri.butionof Issue i115, '/70uld not allow Raphael to
distribute it, and threatened to suspend him if he
did not comply with their directive. Had the sehool
offi.c:lals violated Raphael! s rights?

A yes a.nswer is in accord with the judge's remarks in

v. Shulter.

Sch~

TIle judge stated that students could not be prevented

·from.cri'Ucizing school officials verbally or on paper as long as
school was not disrupted.
10 .- Leroy was suspended for smoking in the rest
room. He received previous warning that he would
be suspended if caught smoking. The assistant
principal did not allow Leroy to present evidence
in his favor, nor did the assistant principal tell
Leroy who reported him. He was suspended for three
days, as \01as standard penalty for students ca.ught
smoking two times. Were his guarantees of a fair
hearing infringed upon?
.A yes anS\ver agrees with the decision of the Court in Vaugh.!.

of a fair hearing must be included.

In a suspension hearing, this

includes confrontation of witnesses and self defense of the accused
student.

'!'he. instructions on each questionnaire asked that each person
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ans,.rer the questions according to their interpretations of the
rights of high school students.
are

sho,m in Table 1.

AS

The results: of the questionnaire

The nUlnerical identification. of the

questions has been reta:ined. However, to make it easier to compare
questions involv:!_ng similar rights, the questions have been
placed according to categories of rights involved in the questions.

In examining the responses of the students, it is seen that
they were in disagreement with the courts on the classroom prayer,
the search of a locker, and the student protest at the pep assembly.
In an effort to detennine vihy students interpreted these three

applications of student rights differently than the courts, dis
cussions "lere held on May 10, 1973 with rights and responsibilities
classes a.t Clackamas High School in Milwaukie, Oregon.
On the issue of classroom prayer, several of the students
who were not in accord with the Court ruling explained their rea
soning.

Patty Hay felt that because the prayer

it was not in violation of student rights.

"laS

voluntary

Ma-tt Larson interpreted

the scholastic application of freedom of religion similarly.

Of those students that believed the locker search was a
violation of student rights, several expressed that they thought
only the principal or librarian had the authority to conduct such
a ·search.

None of the students participating

interpr~ted·the

Fourth Amendment as protecting student lockers against arbitrary
searchE:s.
On the question of the disruption of the pep assembly, the
main reason for answers not in accordance with the Court was no
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know'ledge of the judicial guidelines.
by Ron Schmid and Judy Stangel

~vho

This position was expressed

saw no significant difference

between this demonstration and the one at half time.
Students that were in accor'dance with the court rulings on
all the questions were fairly close to the courts in the type of
reasoning employed.

Apparently, ·the various citizenship courses

have been successful in inculcating American governmental philosophy.
Upon examination of Table I, it can be seen that the
principals were in accordance with the courts less than the students
were,

Out of ten questions,the principals differed from the courts

five times in 1972 and four times in 1973, whereas the students
differed only three times.

The question on which they reversed

their position dealt with appearance codes.

Since 1972 the Oregon

Board of Education has adopted Minimum Standards with its model
codes.

This document has had an influence on cha,nging the attitudes

of administrators towards appearance regulations.

Another significant

development since 1972 was the Oregon Court of Appeals decision
in Neuhaus v. Federico (see Chapter II) which held that adopting
hair l,ength regulations was beyond the statutory authority of local
school districts.

These two occurances were most influential in

changing the attitudes and policies of school district officials.
The questions on which the administrators differed v7ith
the court decisions in both 1972 and 1973 are the questions in
volving the anti-war advertisement, the half-time demonstration,
the non-school

ne~vspapE:r,

and the suspension hearing.

From comments t·Jritten on various questionnaires, it can be '
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concluded that some principals had varying definitions of the VJord
"authority" as used in question 113.

Many indicated that under all

circumstances, they had the authority to censor the school paper.
These individuals failed to apply the term in relation to that
one instance described.

The other explanation could be they

. defined authority without considering their obligation to allow
for the free expression of ideas by the students.
On the questions about the half-time demonstration and the
non-school paper, it was found, upon checking the student conduct
codes of several of the school districts, that such forms of ex
pression must take place only upon approval by the administration.
For example, North Clackamas schools require that any distribution
of non=school material requires approval by the school principal.
The North Clackamas code also requires that assemblies of students
be scheduled in advance.

116

This regulation

\\1aS

cited by two

administrators of North Clackamas schools as influencing their
interpretations of the rights of students.

In a discussion with

Rober·t Newton, assistant principal of Clack~mas High School,117
Mr. Newton emphasized· that the basic reason§ for a change in his
interpretations of student rights are receat court decisions and
nelil

stat.;; and local student conduct standards.

He also stated

that he personally preferred the former conduct and discipline
116North Clackamas School District No.

l2.~ Student Conduct

and Discipline Code, p. 5-12.

117

Robert Newton, interview at Clackamas High School, April

19, 1973.

t- ,
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codes over the new, more permissive codes.

The primary reason for

a change in Mr. Newton's interpretations is pressure from other
governmental institutions.
The differences in student and administrator attitudes re
garding student rights, as shown in Table I and subsequent dis
cHssions, have been the factors behind court contests and adoption
of new state rules clarifying the definitions of student rights.
E

Generally, students have a better knmvledge of their rights than
do their principals; thus,students acting on their own or through
their parents have sued school districts and school officials in an
effort to be able to exercise their rights of citizenship while
in attendance at public schools.
"The result of this student activity, is that pressure for a
change in the application of Bill of Rights guarantees came from
below and above" the principals.

Certainly some principals Here

operating in accordance with the Bi.ll of Rights.

However, the

majority of those principals polled interpreted the Bill of
Rights differently"than the courts.

Until that situati.on changes,

the courts shall continue to serve as a guarantor of student rights.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

---

[!:s has been shown in the preceding chapters, publi.c school
students are guaranteed the rights of American citizenship.
Court decisions have defined these rights as being those of
freedom of speech, freedom of the press, the right to peaceable
assembly, freedom of religion, and due process in any disciplinary
hearing.

These rights are from the First and Fourteenth Amend

ments and are the only constitutional rights currently held by
the courts as being applicable.
A110ther right guaranteed high school students, but one
that does not have. such an easily identifiable constituti.onal
base, 5.8 the right· of the students to dress and groom as they
deshe.

Some students based this right on the First Amendment;

judges, however, were more likely to agree that it comes under
the Hdue process" clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The Fourteenth Amendment, as of now, does not protect
students from unreasonable searches of t.heir personal belongings.
However, based upon the trends that changed judicial definitions
of students' rights of free expression, it is probable that in
the near futl.ire this definition will also change.

This change

will result in students·1 belongings and personal effects being
free fr.om the arbitrary searches now permissab1e in the public
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schools.

The guideline used in student free expression cases

. cou-Id. also apply here.

Freedom of expr.ession is guaranteed as

long as it does not disrupt the educational atmosphere.

Search

and seizure guidelines could allow for standard search procedures
to be followed except under extreme conditions of possible dan
ger; for example, a bomb threat received over the telephone.
This would be workable and still allow the school officials to
provide a safe environment for the students.
The definitions developed by the courts are traceable to the
.Oregon_Revised Statutes and the Minimum Standards for __Stude~J~
Conduct and Disc:!:.EJine as adopted by the Oregon Board of Educa
tion.

This Board of Education policy insures that Oregon public

school. students w'ill be allowed
rights..

t.O

exercise their constitutional

The Oregon Legislative Assembly and the Oregon Board of

Education found this approach to be necessary because of the
numerous legal contests involving public schools.

Had the Oregon

State Board of Education acted before the Courts, it is highly
probable the local district would have sued to test the legality
of such regulation.
As .a result of the attitude questionnaires, it can be seen
that student interpretations of their rights are more in accordance
with ju.dicial definition than are the interpretations of student
rights by admini.strators.

The inaccurate interpretation of the

. Bill of Rights and the legal authority of school officials is
WhfJt

led to so many court contests involving student rightR.
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As long as public school administrators wrongly define student
rights, court contests ItJil1 follo,\,.

Students~

either as a result

of civics classes or out of school activities) are more informed
as to the current definitions of rights of American citizenship
than are their principals.
The Courts' of America have defined the Bill. of Rights as
being applicable to all
public schools.

&~ericans,

including those attending

The State of Oregon has taken legislative and

administrative action to insure public school students the exer
cise of their rights.

These rights, as defined by courts and

the state of Oregon, must now be accepted by all public school
administrators.

When this takes place, all Oregon's public school

students will truly be able to exercise their rights of citizen
ship.
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